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Chapter 1: 

Introduction 
 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Metallurgy 
The complaint tablet to Ea-Nasir from the Old Babylonian period is perhaps the oldest 

known instance of poor customer service1. In the tablet, the author laments about the poor 

quality of copper ingots sold by the merchant Ea-Nasir at a high price and with an attitude of 

contempt2. While the copper ingots of Ea-Nasir have withered and decayed, the author’s primal 

human desire to readily acquire good quality metal ingots has endured through millennia. 

Metal manufacturing technology has advanced substantially since the days of poor-

quality copper merchants. However, the fundamentals of early metallurgy remain relevant. A 

good alloy must be strong enough to last, but not so brittle that it will shatter. Metals harden 

when worked, but heat can soften them again. A high-purity metal can be less useful than one 

with carefully controlled additives. The first major advancements in early copper technology 

were the addition of other elements to make alloys. Tin was added to make bronze, improving 

mechanical performance. Zinc was added to make brass, improving color and corrosion 

resistance. During the iron age, substitutional metal-metal alloys were succeeded by interstitial 

alloys, namely steel. The addition of carbon to an iron matrix could be used to improve the 

hardness of steel or lower the melting point of cast iron.  

Modern metallurgy has unlocked access to the entire periodic table’s worth of alloying 

elements. However, that means there are thousands of binary elemental combinations and 

countless more higher order combinations to explore. This overabundance of choice in alloy 

design can be focused down by two considerations: the properties of the base metal and 
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availability or cost of individual components. In the case of the aforementioned bronze, copper 

was highly processable with contemporary technology, and tin was readily available.  

 

1.2 Titanium 
 The properties of titanium make it an attractive base alloying metal for a wide range 

of applications. The two defining properties of titanium are its high specific strength and 

excellent corrosion resistance. It also has two stable crystallographic phases, α and β, providing 

additional design space for highly tunable properties. The β-phase is normally only stable at 

high temperatures in pure titanium, so β-phase stabilizing elements like molybdenum or 

vanadium must be alloyed into a titanium matrix in order to achieve the most desirable 

properties3. 

High specific strength refers to a high strength to density ratio and means that a lower 

mass of material is required to support a fixed mechanical load. Lowering the mass of parts is 

of particular interest to the transportation and avionics industries, where reducing mass 

improves fuel efficiency and speed. However, commercially pure titanium (CP-Ti) has a much 

lower absolute yield strength than other structural metals like steel4. To combat this, high-

strength titanium alloys have been developed to increase absolute strength without sacrificing 

its specific strength.  

By far the most popular high strength alloy is Ti – 6 wt.% Al – 4 wt.% V  (Ti64) which 

is a duplex α-β alloy5–7. Ti64 was developed in 1951, shortly after the development of industrial 

titanium production by the Kroll process in 19468. Its long history of production and use has 

made Ti64 the benchmark standard for high strength titanium alloys. It sees widespread use in 

airplane turbine blades, airframe components, high pressure vessels, biomedical implants, and 

countless more applications9–11.  

The corrosion resistance of titanium and its alloys allows them to be used in a wide 

variety of reactive environments. In the transportation industry, titanium can improve the 

lifespan of the parts of ocean faring vessels that are constantly exposed to a salt-rich 

environment12. Titanium alloys are also excellent implant materials, having particularly high 

biocompatibility in bone implants due to their corrosion resistance and low elastic moduli. The 

good corrosion resistance prevents decay of the implant over the course of its lifetime in an 

extremely active environment. While stainless steel, the main competitor alloy for biomedical 

applications, also has good corrosion resistance, titanium alloys have lower elastic moduli. The 

elastic modulus of titanium is closer than the elastic modulus of stainless steel to that of bone. 

Matching the elastic modulus of the implant to that of bone prevents the stress shielding effect, 

where the bone is shielded from experiencing any mechanical loads and atrophies away. 

Traditionally, CP-Ti and Ti64 are the primary alloys used for implant purposes9,13. While CP-

Ti has proven its excellent biocompatibility, it has a sub-standard mechanical performance. 
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Furthermore, the vanadium in Ti64 has been suggested to have cytotoxic effects14. There is 

ample opportunity for new, low elastic modulus, low toxicity alloys in biomedical applications. 

While β-phase titanium alloys are not as widely produced as CP-Ti and Ti64, they excel 

in their specific applications3,15. β-phase alloys are notable for their heat treatability and low 

elastic modulus relative to α-phase alloys. Due to the low stability but high crystallographic 

symmetry of the β-phase, the mechanical properties of β-phase alloys can be varied wildly by 

heat treatment. A part can be machined into shape while in the softer full-β state, then heat 

treated up to high strength for implementation via the precipitation of metastable phases16. 

These β-phase alloys were first adopted by the aerospace industry during the production of the 

SR-71 “Blackbird” and are still frequently used in springs and landing gear15,17. β-phase Ti 

alloys are also a strong candidate material for future implants because the low elastic modulus 

of the β-phase is close to that of bone. The binary titanium-molybdenum system is particularly 

promising because up to 15 wt.% molybdenum further improves the corrosion resistance of 

titanium18,19. 

To accommodate these applications, 5.7 million metric tons of titanium were mined in 

202220. Most titanium is mined in China and southern Africa from ilmenite ore, although rutile 

ores are also mined to a lesser extent20,21. Over 95% of this titanium is used for pigment 

production, as TiO2 can produce a bright white pigment20. While a smaller mass of titanium is 

used for the production of metallic alloys, the titanium metal industry has a much larger 

economic footprint. In 2021, 4.51 billion USD worth of titanium was traded globally22. The 

titanium market is still growing rapidly, indicating strong interest in and economic viability of 

titanium alloy design23. 

 

1.3 Additive Manufacturing of Metals 
 Metals have an excellent balance of durability and formability. Traditionally, objects 

made of metal were considered to be of higher quality than wood or ceramic because they do 

not rot away after getting wet or shatter when dropped. However, strong and durable materials 

are by definition difficult to form. In traditional metalworking, the primary strategy is to make 

the metal hot and then hit it repeatedly with a hammer until it reaches the desired shape. Modern 

conventional manufacturing has improved this technique by automating it, but the general 

principle of forging has stayed the same. Automation has allowed other traditional techniques 

to expand in scale and speed. Casting, milling, and welding are all integral parts of conventional 

manufacturing methods with a robust history of use. 

 The conventional metals manufacturing industry is currently being disrupted by 

additive manufacturing (AM) techniques24. In AM, parts are made by incrementally fusing new 

feedstock material onto the workpiece. With metals, this often involves using a laser to weld 

powder together. While AM has historical precedent in a few fringe cases for materials like 
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ceramics, AM of metals is relatively unexplored. As a joining technique, metallic AM shares 

many similarities with welding. Laser welding in particular provides some basis for metallic 

AM due to their shared features. However, the scale of welding a single interface versus 

millions of powder particles is quite different. This newly flourishing manufacturing technique 

has opened up new frontiers for materials research and design. 

 AM’s niche in metals manufacturing is currently for production of medium-small sized 

parts with complex geometries in low quantities. The incremental approach of AM is not well 

suited to quickly creating extremely large workpieces but can improve the production time of 

smaller parts. Unlike conventional machining, no material is removed, so production time is a 

function of part volume rather than the difference in volume between the stock material and 

the final part. Conventional machining also has limitations in part geometry and material 

hardness due to the intrinsic nature of the tools used that are not present in AM. Harder 

workpiece materials will quickly wear down conventional machining equipment. Furthermore, 

unlike casting, no mold or part-specific equipment is required for AM, which makes AM well 

suited to the production of unique or small-batch parts. The additive approach in which no 

material is removed also reduces the amount of waste material. During the conventional 

machining of titanium parts, as much as 95% of stock material can be removed in the form of 

machine chips and scrap and must be discarded23,25. The reduction in production time and waste 

material is beneficial to the cost and environmental impact of titanium manufacturing.  

Titanium alloys are one of the most common classes of metals to manufacture by AM. 

Titanium is difficult to fabricate by conventional machining methods. Its high hardness, low 

thermal conductivity, and reactivity with common tooling materials slows down machining 

time and can make the fabrication cost ten times higher than that of equivalent aluminum 

processing25. Not only are conventional manufacturing methods unsuitable, but the benefits of 

AM happen to align well with the applications of titanium and its alloys. In aerospace, 

specialized parts of bespoke alloys are individually produced, allowing AM to be a relatively 

low-cost manufacturing method10,26. Aerospace parts can also benefit from low density space-

filling mesh geometries that are unique to AM. For biomedical applications, AM allows the 

rapid production of implants that are customized to each patient’s required geometry13. 

As an emergent metals manufacturing technology, AM has the potential to create 

unique alloys and microstructures. This design space is the frontier of modern titanium alloy 

design. Furthering the understanding of the interaction between AM processes and the resulting 

material facilitates the design of alloys that are lighter, stronger, cheaper, and safer than ever 

before. The implementation of these novel, optimized alloys can contribute to the development 

of a healthier and more environmental society. 
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1.4 Dissertation Content 
 This dissertation will discuss the additive manufacturing of titanium and titanium alloys 

and how the addition of soluted carbon affects the microstructure and mechanical properties. 

Three titanium alloys of different phase stability are used as the base material, and up to 0.2 

wt.% carbon will be added to each alloy in the form of titanium carbide (TiC). The base alloys, 

in order of increasing β-phase stability, are CP-Ti, Ti64, and Ti – 10 wt.% Mo. Each alloy will 

be produced by laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) and thoroughly characterized. 

 The following statements will be proven using these alloys. A stable super-saturated 

carbon solid solution can be created by using L-PBF. Heat treatment can be effectively used to 

remove any embrittling artefacts of L-PBF without disrupting the carbon solid solution. The 

addition of carbon increases the strength of an alloy via the solid solution strengthening effect, 

and no embrittlement can be observed at a carbon content of 0.1 wt.% or less. Carbon is most 

effective at strengthening CP-Ti and least effective at strengthening duplex α-β phase 

microstructures, which are highly resistant to variance in mechanical properties from increased 

carbon content. 

 The layout of the remainder of this dissertation is as follows: 

 

Chapter 2 is the literature review. It discusses the background and current state of research for 

titanium and its alloys, L-PBF and additive manufacturing as a whole, and interstitial 

strengthening of titanium. 

 

Chapter 3 describes the methods and equipment used in this study. Procedures and common 

parameters are detailed for reference. 

 

Chapter 4 concerns preliminary investigations into the effect of carbon addition on CP-Ti after 

heat treatment with regard to microstructure and mechanical properties. 

 

Chapter 5 concerns the effect of carbon addition on Ti64 before and after heat treatment with 

regard to microstructure and mechanical properties. 

 

Chapter 6 concerns L-PBF production of Ti – 10 wt.% Mo and the effect of carbon thereupon. 

Process parameters and heat treatments are optimized and explored. The impact of the various 

parameters on microstructure and mechanical properties are investigated. 

 

Chapter 7 includes a summary of significant findings, recommendations for future research, 

and concluding remarks. 
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Chapter 2: 

Literature Review 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 2.1 Materials 
2.1.1 Pure Titanium 

Titanium is a metallic element. It has the atomic number of 22, with an average atomic 

mass of 47.867 atomic units. It has an atomic radius of 1.42 Å and a density of 4.51 g/mm3. 

The melting temperature of pure titanium is 1670°C. As a crystalline solid, titanium has two 

equilibrium crystal structures and three common metastable crystal structures.  

At room temperature, titanium has a hexagonal close packed (HCP) crystal structure, 

denoted as the α-phase. The geometry of the α-phase has a space group of P63/mmc and can be 

fully defined by two lattice parameters, a and c (Fig. 2.1a). Titanium has been measured to 

have an a value of 2.95 Å and a c value of 4.68 Å at room temperature27. The c/a ratio is 

therefore 1.59, which is lower than the ideal HCP c/a ratio of 1.63. The α-phase has a bulk 

modulus of 113 GPa and a linear elastic modulus of 155 GPa28. The thermal expansion 

coefficients are 9.5 × 10-6 °C-1 along the a-axes and 5.6 × 10-6 °C-1 along the c-axis29. 

Figure 2.1: Crystal structures. a) HCP, b) BCC. 
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There are three named planes in an HCP system. The basal plane has hexagonal 

symmetry, Miller indices of {0001}, and a surface energy of 1.975 J/m2. The prismatic plane 

has rectangular symmetry, Miller indices of {11̄00}, and a surface energy of 2.013 J/m2. The 

first order pyramidal plane has rectangular symmetry, Miller indices of {11̄01}, and a surface 

energy of 1.921 J/m2. The {112̄0} plane has the lowest surface energy of 1.887 J/m2.  

At temperatures above 882°C but below the melting temperature, titanium exhibits the 

base centered cubic (BCC) crystal structure, denoted as the β-phase (Fig. 2.1b). The BCC phase 

has the space group of Im̄3m, which is defined by only one lattice constant of a. The β-phase 

is unstable at low temperatures but is extrapolated to have a lattice constant of 3.28 Å at room 

temperature30. The β-phase has a bulk modulus of 105 GPa and a shear modulus of 13 GPa28. 

The thermal expansion coefficients are 9.5 × 10-6 °C-1 along the a-axes and 5.6 × 10-6 °C-1 

along the c-axis29. 

Two of the metastable crystal structures are martensitic in nature. The first martensitic 

phase, α′, has an HCP crystal structure, while the second martensitic phase, α′′, has an 

orthorhombic crystal structure. While the cooling rate is slow, the βα transformation takes 

time to occur via nucleation and growth mechanisms. When the cooling rate is sufficiently 

faster than the β to α transformation, the β-phase is undercooled significantly and becomes 

unstable. The instability of undercooled β-phase makes martensitic transformations to 

metastable phases energetically favorable, allowing them to occur. Martensitic transformations 

are characterized by a uniform “shuffle” of crystallographic planes to change crystal structures 

(Fig. 2.2). These transformations occur when the high temperature β-phase is rapidly cooled.  

Both types of martensite maintain the same orientation relationship with the β-phase. 

The invariant plane is (011)β, which becomes {0001}α′ or {001}α′′. These planes relax to 

{0001}α. The invariant direction is [111̄]β, which becomes {112̄0}α′ or {110}α′′ and relaxes to 

{112̄0}α
31. In the martensitic transformation, alternating invariant (011)β planes shuffle in the 

[110]β direction. If the shuffle distance is equal to √2

6
𝑎β , HCP symmetry can be achieved 

Figure 2.2: The martensitic transformation of titanium. 
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through lattice relaxation in the [101]β direction, yielding the α′. In the α′′ transformation, the 

shuffle distance is less than √2

6
𝑎β , so HCP symmetry is not achieved, and the crystal is 

orthorhombic32. 

The last metastable phase is the ω-phase. The ω-phase has a hexagonal (P63/mmm) or 

orthorhombic crystal structure. The lattice constants for the hexagonal crystal are 4.57 Å for a 

and 2.83 Å for c28. The ω-phase can form either isothermally or athermally. The ω-phase is not 

an equilibrium phase under ambient conditions but may be the equilibrium phase at high 

pressures above 2 GPa33. Despite its metastability, the ω-phase can have a high nucleation rate 

at certain temperatures, leading ω-phase nano-precipitates to develop in some titanium alloys.  

Commercially pure titanium (CP-Ti) has four primary grades. They are denoted as 

ASTM Grades 1-4 for titanium34. They are distinguished primarily by their oxygen content, 

with Grade 1 having the lowest oxygen content and Grade 4 having the highest maximum 

oxygen content. The maximum oxygen content as well as the minimum mechanical 

specifications are tabulated in Table 2.1. Unless specified otherwise, all following composition 

percentages will be in weight percent. 

CP-Ti deforms primarily through dislocation slip and twinning. The known slip systems 

for α-phase titanium involve a-type dislocations, which have a Burgers’ vector in a [11̄00] 

direction, or a+c type dislocations, which have a Burgers’ vector in a [11̄01] direction. The a-

type screw dislocations are the most common type of dislocation. They can slip along the basal 

{0001}, prismatic {11̄00}, or first order pyramidal {11̄01} planes (Fig. 2.3). The a+c type 

screw dislocations can slip along these planes. Twinning in CP-Ti is known to occur in tension 

along the {101̄2} habit plane or in compression along the {112̄2} habit plane35,36. 

 

  

Table 2.1: ASTM standards for CP-Ti. 
 

Grade 

Max. Oxygen 

Content 

[wt.%] 

Min. Yield 

Strength 

[MPa] 

Min. Ultimate 

Tensile Strength 

[MPa] 

Min. Ductility 

[%] 

1 0.18 138 240 24 

2 0.25 275 345 20 

3 0.35 380 450 18 

4 0.40 483 550 15 
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2.1.2 Ti64 

 Ti-6Al-4V, or Ti64, is by far the most common alloy of titanium. It is composed of 6% 

aluminum, 4% vanadium, and 90% titanium. Ti64 is also known as ASTM standard Grade 5 

titanium, although it may also be compliant with Grade 23 in cases of extra low interstitial 

content with less than 0.13% oxygen34. The addition of aluminum and vanadium dramatically 

increase the strength of the alloy, allowing titanium to be used in applications with high 

mechanical demands. However, high intrinsic strength can also by a drawback by reducing 

machinability and ductility37. The near ubiquity of Ti64 across the titanium industry has let it 

become both a reference standard for mechanical performance as well as a feedstock material 

for new alloy design38. 

Ti64 is a duplex α+β titanium alloy, with a room temperature phase fraction of 95.9% 

α-phase and 4.1% β-phase. The α-phase is stabilized by aluminum and has a room temperature 

equilibrium composition of 93.7% Ti, 6.3% Al, and 1.1 × 10-5% V. The β-phase is stabilized 

by vanadium and has a room temperature equilibrium composition of 2.6% Ti, 3.3 × 10-2% Al, 

and 97.4% Ti. Compositions were determined using the PANDAT calculated phase diagram 

software. Ti64 has a measured linear coefficient of thermal expansion of 8.5 × 10-6 °C-1 from 

room temperature to 980°C, which is the measured β transus temperature39. 

Ti64 is the standard for high-strength titanium alloys. The minimum mechanical 

specifications of Grade 5 titanium are a yield strength of 828 MPa, an ultimate tensile strength 

(UTS) of 895 MPa, and a ductility of 10%. The true mechanical properties are highly dependent 

on microstructure and thermal history. By optimizing traditional manufacturing methods, 

tensile yield strengths of up to 1000 MPa and ductility of 16% can be achieved in Ti645. In 

compression, yield stresses of 1100-1250 MPa and a maximum true stress of 40% have been 

reported40.  

Figure 2.3: Slip planes in the α-phase. 
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Ti64 does not deform uniformly. The β-phase is much softer than the α-phase and will 

deform preferentially in the duplex microstructure41. However, Ti64 is often implemented in 

primarily α-phase microstructures, so it is critical to understand the deformation of the α-phase. 

Like CP-Ti, the α-phase in Ti64 has been observed to deform by basal, prismatic, and 

pyramidal slip of a-type dislocations42. At room temperature prismatic slip is the dominant slip 

system, although significant basal slip can be observed at 450°C43. Above 550°C, the pyramidal 

slip system will activate as well44. The increase in active slip systems at elevated temperature 

is reflected in the mechanical performance, begins to deteriorate rapidly at temperatures above 

500°C45. Twinning along the {101̄2} habit plane has also been detected in deformed Ti64, 

particularly at higher strain rates46. 

The Hall-Petch equation can be used to predict the mechanical performance of a 

material from its grain size: 

 ∆𝝈𝐲
𝐇𝐏 = 𝒌𝐇𝐏 𝒅−̅𝟏/𝟐 (2.1) 

Where ∆𝜎y
HP is the increment in yield stress from the Hall-Petch effect, 𝑘HP is the Hall-Petch 

coefficient, and 𝑑  ̅is the average grain diameter. For room temperature Ti64, 𝑘HP has been 

reported to vary between 628 and 737 μm-1/2MPa based on grain morphology and β-phase 

fraction47. The variance of the Hall-Petch coefficient is because the model assumes uniform, 

single-phase grains with a low aspect ratio and isotropic orientation, which is not always the 

case for Ti64. The duplex phase nature of Ti64 as well as its predilection to form in preferred 

textures and grain morphologies have led to the development of more modern techniques for 

predicting mechanical properties48. 

 As the mechanical performance of Ti64 is highly dependent on its microstructure, a 

number of heat treatments for microstructural control have been developed. When heated above 

the β-transus temperature, Ti64 will quickly develop a fully β-phase microstructure, which is 

not stable at room temperature. Therefore, the cooling rate, which governs the activity of phase 

transformations, is the primary determining factor of the post-heat-treatment room temperature 

microstructure. Ti64 experiences a martensitic transformation of βα′ when cooling rates are 

10°C/s or faster but will decompose through nucleation and growth mechanisms into a duplex 

α-β microstructure at slower cooling rates49,50. The martensitic transformation starts to occur 

below 850°C and finishes by 720°C50. A full continuous cooling transformation (CCT) diagram 

can be seen in Fig. 2.4. 

 In heat treatments at sub-β-transus temperatures, grain growth and diffusion govern 

the change in microstructure. Grain growth in Ti64 is much slower than in CP-Ti because 

addition of vanadium and aluminum dramatically leads to the solute drag effect51. With solute 

drag, the grain growth rate is limited by the diffusion rate because the different solute elements 

must be partitioned by diffusion into different phases. The slow grain growth rate allows fine 

microstructures like martensitic lamella (also known as the Widmanstätten microstructure) to 
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be retained over the course of a heat treatment51. It must also be noted that any heat treatment 

above the martensitic finish temperature can still develop martensite from β-phase regions 

during rapid cooling52. 

 

2.1.3 Near-β alloys  

 With the addition of enough β-stabilizing elements, fully β-phase titanium alloys can 

be realized. Iron, chromium, molybdenum, vanadium, and niobium are commonly used to 

stabilize the β-phase53. For multi-component alloys, a molybdenum equivalent MoEQ is usually 

used to refer to β-phase stability54. An alloy is generally considered “fully β” at a MoEQ of at 

least 10%3. However, in this context, fully β does not refer to the equilibrium phase 

composition of the alloy. In fact, the calculated binary Ti-Mo phase stability states that over 

80% Mo is required for an alloy that is fully β-phase at room temperature equilibrium55. While 

the equilibrium conditions suggest that alloys with 0.1%-80% MoEQ alloy are duplex, the 

kinetics often prevent equilibrium conditions from being achieved. This leads to three 

categorizations of β stabilized Ti alloys: duplex α-β alloys, near-β alloys, and stable β alloys3. 

Near-β alloys, or metastable-β alloys, have MoEQ values slightly above 10% and are 

characterized by being able to exhibit a fully β or duplex α-β microstructure depending on 

thermal history. 

Figure 2.4: A continuous cooling transformation map for Ti6450. 
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 The metastability of the β-phase in near-β alloys leads to a variety of non-equilibrium 

microstructures. Depending on the heat treatment and composition, α′ martensite, α′′ martensite, 

and ω precipitates can occur56. In alloys with low β-phase stability, like Ti64, α′ martensite 

forms upon rapid cooling. In near-β alloys, α′′ martensite and ω precipitates are more common, 

with ω occurring more frequently at higher MoEQ concentrations3,32. The transition from α′ 

martensite to α′′ martensite occurs because the shuffle of (011)β planes is suppressed by β-

phase stabilizing elements. In the βα′ transformation, the shuffle distance is equal to exactly 

√2

6
𝑎β. At a critical concentration of β-stabilizers, the planes are inhibited from shuffling the 

full distance, so α′′ is formed instead. First principles calculations of the Ti-V system show that 

the shuffle distance is constant in the βα′ transformation but has an inverse relationship with 

the concentration of V in the βα′′ transformation 57. Study of the Ti-Nb system shows that 

the lattice parameters of α′′ are also dependent on β-stabilizer concentration, with Nb reducing 

the c/a ratio58. The onset of the martensitic transformation is dependent on both composition 

and cooling rate. The addition of β-phase stabilizing elements reduces the driving force for the 

βα′ or βα′′ transformation, lowering the martensite starting temperature59,60.  

 The ω-phase can form isothermally by nucleation and growth or athermally by a shear 

distortion of the β-phase61. It can form within a β-phase grain, at grain boundaries, or together 

with α′′-martensite to accommodate shear62. The ω-phase nucleates quickly but does not grow 

quickly, so it usually takes the form of nano-precipitates within the β-phase matrix63. The small 

scale of the grains makes the ω-phase difficult to detect without advanced microscopy 

techniques61,64. 

 The ω-phase is well known for its adverse effect on the mechanical properties of near-

β alloys. The β-phase of Ti has a lower elastic modulus than the α-phase, so near-β alloys are 

often implemented in low elastic modulus applications such as bone implants3,28. Precipitated 

ω-phase increases the elastic modulus, reversing the advantages gained by using β-phase alloys 

and reducing its effectiveness65,66. Furthermore, large amounts of ω-phase can severely 

embrittle β-phase titanium alloys to the point where no plastic deformation can occur67. The 

disadvantages of the ω-phase have made controlling ω-phase development a key part of β-

phase Ti alloy design and processing. 

 When carefully controlled, ω precipitates can provide mechanical benefits. The strength 

of fully β-phase titanium alloys can be very low due to the high symmetry of the BCC crystal 

structure, so precipitation hardening can effectively improve mechanical performance. This is 

particularly effective in compressive applications, where crack resistance and toughness are 

less important68. The morphology of ω precipitates is controlled by heat treatment. Classical 

heat treatment of a near-β alloy first involves a solution treatment of up to 2 h above the β-

transus temperature to chemically homogenize the alloy before quenching. When high strength 

is required, the alloy is then “aged” between room temperature and 700°C for anywhere from 
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minutes to months until the desired precipitate structure forms63,64,69. In duplex aging 

techniques, aging involves two stages: a low temperature primary heat treatment of 300-500°C 

to nucleate ω precipitates and a high temperature secondary heat treatment of 450-700°C to 

coarsen the precipitates and relax them to α-phase68,70. A cold working step can also be added 

in before aging where the alloy is mechanically deformed to promote precipitate formation and 

recrystallization71. When properly heat treated, aged β-phase alloys can have mechanical 

properties equivalent or superior to Ti643,67. 

  

2.1.4 Ti-Mo 

 The Ti-Mo binary system is a fundamental system to near-β alloy design. As β-

stabilizers are compared to molybdenum using the molybdenum equivalent  , understanding 

how molybdenum functions when alloyed into titanium is a fundamental problem for β-phase 

alloy design. 

 The binary phase diagram for the Ti-Mo system can be seen in Fig. 2.555. There are no 

intermetallic compounds, and both elements are completely soluble in the BCC β-Ti phase at 

high temperatures across all compositions. There is a miscibility gap in the β-phase with a peak 

at 850°C and a composition of 50% Ti. Mo has very low solubility in the α-phase of titanium, 

being almost completely insoluble at room temperature. The two-phase α-β region occurs up 

to 695°C, and there is a eutectoid point at 18% Mo. 

Figure 2.5: The binary Ti-Mo phase diagram55. 
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 All five of the aforementioned phases can be observed in the Ti-Mo system. In as-cast 

alloys, martensitic laths can be observed by optical microscopy at compositions of 9% Mo or 

less72,73. The laths are α′ martensite up to a composition of 6% Mo, and α′′ at higher Mo 

concentrations73. The α′′ martensitic transformation occurs readily at Mo concentrations of up 

to 9%, but ω precipitates are more common than α′′ laths at Mo concentrations above 9%74. 

The ω-phase in the Ti-Mo system has been determined to have orthorhombic symmetry74,75. 

Molybdenum is not stable in the ω-phase and will be preferentially excluded from ω 

precipitates76. 

 Alloys of Ti and Mo can deform via any combination of dislocation slip, twinning 

induced plasticity (TWIP), and transformation induced plasticity (TRIP)77–79. In TWIP, the β-

phase deforms through the creation of {332}(113) twins80,81. In TRIP, the β-phase deforms via 

the shear caused by a martensitic transformation82,83. This tends to occur when the β-phase is 

extremely unstable and the martensitic start temperature is close to room temperature84,85. TRIP 

and TWIP deformation modes are most common in microstructures with a β-phase fraction 

close to 100%, as they are inhibited by the ω-phase86. 

 The reported mechanical properties of the Ti-Mo system are as follows. The Hall-Petch 

coefficient of Ti-15Mo deforming by TWIP was determined to be 1112 μm1/2MPa87. The 

elastic modulus was found to decrease with increasing molybdenum content up to 13% Mo, 

where the elastic modulus is 80 GPa88. Solution treated Ti-12%Mo has shown a low tensile 

yield strength of 480 MPa and a ductility of over 40% true strain, but the strength improved by 

ω-phase precipitation to 730 MPa when aged for 60 s at 150°C89. Solution treated Ti-11%Mo 

has shown a tensile yield strength of 800 MPa and a ductility of 70%, and the strength gradually 

improved to 1300 MPa while the ductility gradually reduced to 0% when aged for 200 h at 

350°C67.  

2.1.5 TiC 

 The last material used in this study, titanium carbide, is a ceramic. It has a rock salt 

cubic crystal structure with a space group of Fm3̄m90. The single lattice parameter a has a 

length of 4.33 Å. It has a bulk modulus of 253 GPa and a linear elastic modulus of 425 GPa 28. 

TiC solidifying from a melt has been documented as growing near-spherically or along the 

close packed {111} facets91. 

 

2.2 Additive Manufacturing 
2.2.1 An Introduction to Additive Manufacturing 

 Additive manufacturing, commonly referred to as 3D printing, can be defined as a 

manufacturing technique in which feedstock material is incrementally added to the workpiece. 

This can be contrasted with traditional methods of subtractive manufacturing, like machining 

and tooling, in which material is removed from the workpiece, or consolidative methods, like 
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casting, in which the workpiece is produced uniformly from the feedstock. The general 

principles of additive manufacturing are not a new technology; bricklayers have been 

additively generating structures for millennia. However, the ability to motorize and automate 

additive processes has led to an explosion of additive technologies over the past 40 years. 

Producers can design the geometry of the part they desire, input that geometry into a computer, 

and then the part is manufactured with minimal manual operation of the machine by the 

producer.  

 Modern additive manufacturing (AM) of metallic materials is usually traced back to C. 

R. Deckard’s work at the University of Texas, Austin92. There, he designed a “selective laser 

sintering” technique for polymers, where a part was built up layer by layer through the fusion 

of feedstock powder by a laser. This technique was soon extrapolated to metallic materials, 

where it became known as selective laser melting93. From there, a suite of metallic additive 

techniques were developed. 

 The advantages of metallic AM are in both the geometry and the material. Many 

geometries that are straightforward to manufacture additively cannot be manufactured by 

traditional methods. For example, a 3D-mesh or gyroid space-filling structure can dramatically 

reduce the weight of a part but is nearly impossible to manufacture using traditional methods 

without a many-part assembly (Fig. 2.6). With additive methods, the manufacturing time is a 

function of part volume and independent of geometric complexity, making AM the most 

efficient way to manufacture highly complex parts94. Furthermore, no material is removed from 

the workpiece during AM, which has the potential to dramatically reduce cost and waste. With 

expensive alloys, only the amount needed for the part itself need be purchased, rather than 

larger stock geometries that will be shaped through subtractive methods. The reduction in waste 

material also reduces the cost of recycling or the environmental impact of disposal.  

In some high-performance alloys, it is not the material cost but the manufacturing cost 

that is reduced by AM techniques. The most notable of these are titanium and nickel-based 

alloys, which have high strength but low elastic moduli, making them difficult and slow to 

Figure 2.6: Unique additively manufactured structures: a) mesh, b) gyroid. Samples were 

manufactured using L-PBF by Ammarueda Issariyapat. 
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machine conventionally. These properties do not affect AM, making titanium and nickel 

systems amongst the most popular classes of alloys for AM95,96. 

 AM can enhance or reduce the desired mechanical properties of metals. Most metallic 

AM techniques consist of localized heating and melting of the metal followed by rapid cooling 

and solidification95. The layer-by-layer construction of AM parts also causes a cyclic heating 

of each point as the layers immediately above it are heated and cooled97,98. This unusual thermal 

profile can give rise to fine microstructures that are unique to AM and often have higher 

strength than their conventionally manufactured counterparts99,100. When a metal is locally 

heated and cooled quickly and inhomogeneously, there is an imbalance between thermal 

expansion and geometric constraints. For example, a locally heated melt pool will solidify at 

high temperature in geometric coherency with the surrounding cool material. However, as the 

prior melt pool cools down to room temperature, it contracts due to thermal expansion. The 

surrounding material was not heated as much, so it does not contract as much. The 

inhomogeneous thermal expansion and contraction can lead to high residual stresses in as-

printed materials, potentially causing localized plastic deformation or embrittlement. Residual 

stresses can also affect the dimensional stability of the as-printed part, causing them to deform 

when polished or removed from the printing substrate101–103. Residual stresses can be readily 

reduced or removed through simple heat treatment104. 

 The final advantage of AM is not related to the production of parts at all, but instead 

alloy design. While 3D printing is known for its rapid prototyping of geometries, it also can 

rapidly prototype alloys. In most metallic AM techniques, the feedstock material is a fine metal 

powder that gets melted. If the feedstock powder is composed of multiple component powders, 

they will be melted and alloyed in-situ105. In-situ alloying of pre-mixed powder allows for rapid 

production of new alloys with tightly controlled composition. Determining efficacy of additive 

manufacturing for rapid alloy design will be left to the discretion of the reader as they continue 

through this dissertation. 

 

2.2.2 Types of Additive Manufacturing 

The two most common types of AM for the production of metallic materials are direct 

energy deposition (DED) and powder bed fusion (PBF). Due to the recent development of these 

technologies and continuous development of additional types, the naming conventions are not 

well standardized. DED includes the technologies known as laser metal deposition (LMD), 

direct metal deposition (DMD), laser engineered net shaping (LENS), and wire arc additive 

manufacturing (WAAM). PBF includes the technologies known as selective laser melting 

(SLM), laser beam melting (LBM), direct metal laser sintering (DMLS), or laser metal fusion 

(LMF). 
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In DED, feedstock metal is deposited directly into the melt pool from an external source. 

In most cases, the feedstock metal is a fine powder, and the melt pool is generated by a laser. 

A DED machine of this type involves a laser and powder-spraying nozzle attached to a robotic 

arm and a powder hopper connected to the nozzle. For reactive metals, an inert cover gas can 

be dispersed locally at the melt pool or throughout the build chamber. Due to the mobility of 

the powder source and laser, no specific build chamber is required. DED geometry is only 

limited by the range of motion of its robotic arm, making it the most scalable and geometrically 

diverse AM method. 

In most DED, the feedstock powder is mechanically sprayed into the melt pool through 

the nozzle. The geometry of the powder spray is limited by the nozzle design and can have 

quite a large area of incidence with the workpiece. DED is therefore characterized by having 

relatively large melt pools and track widths. The advantage of large melt pools is that DED can 

create larger structures very quickly, but at the cost of lower geometric precision and a larger 

minimum feature size. The large melt pools also cool relatively slowly, reducing residual stress 

formation but also leading to more conventional microstructures. DED materials often have 

good ductility as-printed, reducing the need for a post-processing heat treatment106. Another 

advantage of a hopper-fed powder source is that powders can be mixed in-situ through the use 

of multiple hoppers with different component powders. With in-situ powder mixing, the 

relative volume fraction of each component powder can be adjusted during the printing process. 

By smoothly changing feedstock powder composition over the course of the print, functionally 

graded materials can be successfully created107–110. Functionally graded materials can also be 

created by more exotic types of DED, such as wire-fed methods111. 

In PBF, an incident heating beam rasters across the surface of a bed of feedstock powder, 

welding the surface layer together in a specific pattern. The powder bed and substrate are then 

lowered and recoated with a new layer of fresh powder, and the process begins again (Fig. 2.7). 

Figure 2.7 Schematic of the L-PBF process. 
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The part can either be printed directly onto a substrate or on thin support structures that can 

easily be removed during post-processing112. When fusion is finished, the part is removed from 

the powder bed and excess powder is reused113. Powder bed fusion can use either an electron 

beam (E-PBF) or laser (L-PBF) as its heat source. Electron beams have higher penetration 

depth than lasers, leading to larger melt pools and more uniform heating and cooling. E-PBF 

generally has larger grains and less residual stress than L-PBF. 

L-PBF is the preferred AM technique for small, highly detailed parts. The workpiece 

dimensions are limited by the size of the powder bed, preventing the production of massive 

parts. The melt pool size is on the order of 10s to 100s of microns, so detailed features can be 

achieved. Because of the small melt pool size, L-PBF has the fastest cooling rate of any of the 

discussed AM techniques, which can yield unique microstructures but has high residual stresses.  

 

2.2.3 L-PBF Parameters 

L-PBF is highly sensitive to the process parameters, of which there are several. Some 

of the more common process parameters are listed in Tables 2.2 and 2.3, along with a basic 

description of the property most affected by each process parameter.  

The feedstock powder primarily affects the composition and density of the part. First 

and foremost, the material composition of the powder governs the material composition of the 

part. There may be slight compositional changes during printing due to vaporization in the melt 

pool or absorption of the atmosphere or substrate for alloys with high chemical reactivity, but 

for the most part the material input determines the material output. When multiple powders are 

used for in-situ alloying, the particle size is important for homogeneity. Homogeneity is 

improved by smaller powder particles and a well-mixed powder114. The shape and size 

Table 2.2: Material parameters. 
Category Parameter Primary affected property 

 Melting temperature Heat flow 

Phase Heat of fusion Heat flow 

 Phase stability Phase transformations 

   

 Laser absorptivity Heat flow 

Thermal Thermal conductivity Heat flow 

 Thermal expansion Residual stresses 

   

Chemical Reactivity Part composition 
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ffffffffffffffffffffff Table 2.3: L-PBF parameters. 
Category Parameter Primary effect 

 Powder composition Part composition 

 Powder flowability Part density 

Powder Powder shape Part density 

 Powder size Part density, chemical homogeneity 

 Powder density Heat flow 

   

 Wavelength Laser absorption 

Laser Power Heat flow, solidification 

 Spot size Laser absorption 

   

 Scan speed Heat flow, solidification 

 Hatch distance Heat flow, density 

Scanning Layer thickness Heat flow, density 

 Layer time Heat flow 

 Scan pattern Residual stresses 

   

 Wall thickness Heat flow 

Part geometry Build angle Part stability 

 z-height Heat flow 

   

 Substrate material Heat flow 

Substrate Substrate temperature Heat flow 

 Substrate size Heat flow 

   

 Support size Heat flow 

Supports Support shape Part stability 

 Support laser conditions Support removal 

   

 Temperature Heat flow 

Ambient Humidity Part density 

 Atmosphere Part composition 
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distribution of the powder determines flowability which in turn affects part density. If the 

powder has low flowability, recoating is less reliable and thickness variations or even gaps in 

the powder bed can develop, reducing density. High ambient humidity can promote particle 

adhesion and reduce flowability as well.  

Input of heat into the system is controlled by the laser itself. Laser power is the most 

important laser parameter, as it governs the rate at which energy is being introduced into the 

material. However, not all of that energy is absorbed. It is important to select a laser with a 

wavelength that will be efficiently absorbed by the powder and not reflected. For example, near 

infrared (NIR) lasers are well absorbed by titanium but not by copper. Powder morphology can 

also affect laser absorptivity, with rougher and smaller particles having higher absorptivity.  

The geometry of the melt pool is tunable through the laser power P and laser scan speed 

v. Together, they can be used to define a composite linear energy density (LED) parameter: 

 𝑳𝑬𝑫 =
𝑷

𝒗
 (2.2) 

The melt pool is defined as the region of liquid metal created by the laser at any given instant. 

Increasing the LED increases the size of the melt pool in all directions, as well as the 

surrounding temperature gradient115. The high-temperature region around the melt pool 

induces a heat-affected zone (HAZ) in the surrounding material. There are two types of melt 

pool profiles: conduction and keyhole. Conduction-type profiles have an elliptical cross section 

and occur at low LED (Fig. 2.8a). Keyhole-type profiles have a double-elliptical cross section 

and occur at high LED (Fig. 2.8b). The keyhole effect occurs when the LED is high enough 

such that a region of air and vaporized metal is created in the laser’s path. The absorptivity of 

this gaseous region is very low, so the laser can penetrate much farther, leading to deeper melt 

pools. If LED is too high, keyhole defects can develop116. Keyhole defects are round pores that 

form when part of the gaseous region remains trapped inside the material after solidification. 

Figure 2.8: Melt pool cross sections of with a) conduction profile and b) keyhole profiles 
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Penetration depth can also be increased by preheating the material so that the differential 

between the ambient and melting temperatures is smaller and the laser can melt the material 

more easily117. In in-situ alloying, it is important to have a high LED so that there is sufficient 

energy to mix the melted powders and achieve good homogeneity118.  

 The scan strategy can be used to manipulate residual stresses. While any space-filling 

pattern is possible, linear patterns where the laser rasters back and forth over the area are the 

most popular because they are easy to program and actuate. A purely linear scan strategy in 

one orientation over all layers will lead to the accumulation of residual stresses, particularly 

along the scan direction103. The residual stresses can be reduced by rotating every layer by 90° 

to distribute the stresses over multiple directions. Residual stress can be reduced even further 

by using an island scan strategy103,119. In island scan strategies, small regions, or “islands”, are 

melted then allowed to cool before the neighboring regions are melted. The island scan strategy 

allows for a more even temperature distribution, reducing large differences in thermal 

expansion and consequently residual stresses. The most common island scan strategy is the 

“chessboard” strategy, where each island is a square with a scan direction rotated 90° to all 

four adjacent squares. 

Most of the remaining parameters govern heat flow. With a multi-faceted system like 

L-PBF, the exact thermal history of each point can vary based on its surroundings. A layer 

printed directly onto a cold, dense substrate will experience faster cooling than a thin wall 

surrounded by low thermal conductivity powder. The effects of edge conditions and thin walls 

are outside the scope of this study. Instead, these thermal effects will be standardized by 

studying thick-walled regions that have reached steady state conditions. 

Steady state thermal conditions of a single material are often summarized by four 

parameters: laser power P, laser scan speed v, hatch width h, and layer thickness t. Together 

they can create a single summary parameter, volumetric energy density (VED): 

 𝑽𝑬𝑫 =
𝑷

𝒗𝒉𝒕
 (2.3) 

Volumetric energy density, which uses the units of J/mm3, can be thought of as the amount of 

laser energy input into the system to make a unit volume. Prints with a high VED will often 

reach high steady-state temperatures and therefore have slower cooling rates. The VED 

parameter is particularly useful for predicting the densification of a part120. If VED is low, there 

is insufficient energy to melt all the powder, and lack-of-fusion defects will develop116. Lack-

of-fusion defects are irregularly shaped voids in a printed material caused by unmelted powder 

particles being unable to completely pack together. These defects can be extremely detrimental 

to the mechanical performance of a material121.  

 VED is the most useful single parameter to compare materials produced using different 

parameters122. However, density is rarely the only output variable being optimized, so a more 

comprehensive approach than comparing only a single parameter must be taken. Basic 
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optimization of print parameters usually involves the component parameters of VED: laser 

power, laser scan speed, and hatch width123,124. Research into these optimizations is ongoing, 

expanding the database of process parameter inputs and resulting material property outputs. 

With enough data points, the relationship between process parameters and printed properties 

will soon be understandable and optimizable by machine learning methods125.  

 

2.2.4 L-PBF Solidification 

 Each point of L-PBF begins as solid powder, is melted by the laser, then solidifies again. 

Melt pools are fairly turbulent, with surface tension and inhomogeneous heating driving 

Marangoni flow117. Solidification begins at the rear of the melt pool and the solidification 

direction is normal to the melt pool edge (Fig. 2.9)126. The two major transitions that govern 

solidification are the columnar-to-equiaxed transition (CET) and the oriented-to-misoriented 

transition (OMT).  

The CET describes a change in solidified grain morphology from high aspect ratio to 

low aspect ratio by changing how new grains nucleate. Columnar grains occur when the 

boundary grains of the melt pool grow epitaxially into the melt pool, while equiaxed grains 

occur when there is continuous nucleation of new grains along the solidification front. 

Equiaxed grains are known to occur at low thermal gradients and high solidification 

velocities127,128. With low thermal gradients, the volume of supercooled melt ahead of the 

solidification front increases, increasing the chance that nucleation events will occur129. At high 

solidification velocities, the cooling rate is increased, which also promotes nucleation130. 

The OMT describes a change in crystal orientation from textured to untextured131. 

Every crystalline material has specific crystallographic orientations that will grow faster than 

others. Therefore, columnar materials that grow continuously in one direction will tend to have 

a preferred texture in the growth direction as grains with the fastest-growing orientations will 

Figure 2.9: Anatomy of a melt pool. 
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outcompete misoriented grains132. In L-PBF materials, there can also be secondary textures in 

the scan directions133. The OMT and CET occur under similar conditions because equiaxed 

heterogeneous nucleation promotes misoriented grains. However, equiaxed but oriented grains 

have been reported134. 

The CET and OMT help determine the isotropy of the material. Columnar grains have 

a high aspect ratio in the solidification direction. Oriented grains will have their preferred 

orientation in the same direction. In L-PBF materials, that direction is the build direction, also 

commonly referred to as “up”. L-PBF Ti64 printed under oriented, columnar conditions is 

consistently shown to solidify with preferred build direction orientation of {100}β
135. It then 

experiences a martensitic transformation βα′ during cooling. Martensitic transformations 

preserve the texture of parent-β grain because they can only occur along fixed habit planes. 

Because of the fixed orientation of transformation, L-PBF Ti64 printed under oriented, 

columnar conditions has shown anisotropic mechanical properties. Tensile testing shows that 

tensile strength is slightly lower, but ductility is higher in the build direction than the transverse 

direction136,137. Fracture toughness is also anisotropic, with fracture along the build plane being 

reported as requiring half the energy of fracture along a vertical plane due to the delamination 

of build layers138. 

Many techniques for inducing the CET or OMT have been developed. Of course, print 

parameters that increase solidification velocity and reduce thermal gradient can be applied127. 

Additionally, ultrasound, re-melting of layers, distributing nucleation site powders, and 

scanning discontinuously have been shown to induce the CET or OMT139–142.  

 Solidification can also be affected by the composition of melt pool. Congruent 

solidification, where the solid and liquid have the same equilibrium composition, only happens 

at very specific compositions, like perfectly pure titanium. In alloys, the melt and the solid have 

different equilibrium compositions. The phase segregation of component elements causes 

columnar grains to form dendritic structures with non-homogeneous compositions at low 

solidification rates143. At sufficiently fast solidification rates, such as those often seen in L-

PBF, planar, diffusionless solidification can occur with complete solute trapping143,144. The 

dissipation of driving force Gibbs energy by diffusion, also known as the solute drag effect, 

suppresses nucleation of new grains145.  

 

2.2.5 Post-processing 

 As-printed L-PBF materials can have highly strained and defect-ridden microstructures, 

so post-processing is often the most efficient way to improve the performance of the material. 

The simplest post-processing technique is heat treatment. Heat treatment can lead to residual 

stress relief, dislocation annihilation, and grain growth, which lowers strength and increases 

ductility. This makes it particularly applicable in high-strength alloys like Ti64, which have 
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naturally low ductility. The heat treatment of Ti64 after SLM typically involves a heat 

treatment of 0.5 - 3 hours at between 700°C and the β-transus temperature to achieve good 

mechanical properties104,146–148. Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) can also be used to heat treat a 

material and improve its density at the same time149. 

 Post-processing can also be used to manipulate isotropy. Residual stresses have 

preferred orientations, so basic heat treatment does improve mechanical isotropy134. However, 

crystallographic isotropy can also be improved. Heat treating of a DED titanium alloy with 

columnar and equiaxed regions has shown a reduction in texture via the preferential growth of 

equiaxed grains150. However, HIP has been the only way shown to change the texture of a fully 

columnar material151.  

 

2.3 Interstitial Strengthening 
2.3.1 The Interstitials of Titanium 

The four common elements that are interstitially soluble in titanium are hydrogen, 

carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen. Of these, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen behave similarly. They 

are traditionally considered undesirable elements in titanium with embrittling effects152. The 

true relationship between the interstitial composition and mechanical performance of titanium 

is much more subtle and diverse. 

Documenting the impact of these carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen in pure titanium began 

in the 1950s, where it was shown that they can increase strength at the cost of ductility153,154. 

Eventually, Ogden and Jaffee developed the oxygen equivalent OEQ model155: 

 𝑶𝐄𝐐 =
𝟐

𝟑
[𝑪] + 𝟐[𝑵] + [𝑶] (2.4) 

Where [X] represents the concentration in wt.% of element X. The oxygen equivalent model 

postulates that the mechanical properties of titanium are a function of a linear combination of 

these three interstitial elements, with nitrogen having the strongest influence and carbon having 

the weakest. This work would be continued by H. Conrad, who considered interstitial 

mechanics the governing factor for HCP deformation dynamics156. He would go on to compile 

the most in-depth experimental quantification and summary of how the three interstitials affect 

every mechanical property of pure Ti157. Concurrently, a model for solid solution strengthening 

was developed by R. Labusch: 

 
𝝉𝐜𝒃 =  

[𝑿]𝟐/𝟑𝒇𝟎
𝟒/𝟑 𝒘𝟏/𝟑

(𝟒𝑻 )𝟏/𝟑
𝑪  

(2.5) 

Where 𝜏c  is the critical resolved shear stress, b is the Burgers length, [X] is the solute 

concentration, w is the characteristic solute interaction distance, T is the line tension, and f0 and 

C are non-dimensional parameters. This model states that the yield stress is proportional to the 

concentration of any dilute solute atom in an amount proportional to the concentration of that 
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solute to the two-thirds power as well as the amount of lattice distortion caused by that solute 

atom. 

 Modern first-principles simulation work has given more insight into the nature of 

interstitial carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen. All three elements are α-phase stabilizers. Within the 

α-phase, they are most stable in the octahedral void interstitial site (Fig. 2.10). In the octahedral 

site, carbon has the highest energy of formation and oxygen has the lowest158. The calculated 

formation energy trend is consistent with solubility, as oxygen is highly soluble in titanium 

whereas carbon is not. Soluted oxygen and nitrogen have been documented as increasing the a 

and c lattice parameters of the α-phase as well as the c/a ratio159. 

The interstitials can diffuse rapidly through titanium. The measured Arrhenius 

activation energies of diffusion for carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen through the α-phase are 130, 

225, and 200 kJ/mol-1 respectively160. While nitrogen and oxygen have higher activation 

energies than carbon, unlike carbon they are metastable in hexahedral voids, allowing 

additional diffusional jump pathways161. Oxygen has been shown to be shunted into hexahedral 

voids during interaction with dislocation slip, potentially leading to slip plane softening162. 

 

2.3.2 Recent Work 

 While interstitial elements have classically been considered unwanted contaminants in 

titanium alloys, recent work has shown that nitrogen and oxygen can yield good improvements 

to mechanical performance when carefully controlled. Comparison of L-PBF CP-Ti shows that 

the as-printed strength increases with increasing grade number, which correlates with 

increasing oxygen content, at no cost to ductility up to Grade 3163. The L-PBF Grade 4 titanium 

did show signs of oxygen embrittlement but had high strength and reasonably good ductility. 

The grade system only shows a range of potential oxygen values for an individual titanium 

Figure 2.10: Common interstitial sites in an HCP crystal: a) octahedral, b) hexahedral. 
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sample, so techniques have been developed to reintroduce oxygen and also nitrogen back into 

high-purity titanium in exact quantities164.  

L-PBF is a popular method for the controlled reintroduction of interstitial elements into 

titanium because of the ease of in-situ alloying. Both nitrogen and oxygen can be introduced 

by printing under an atmosphere containing nitrogen and oxygen and allowing the atmosphere 

to react with the melt pool165,166. Oxygen can also be added into the feedstock powder in the 

form of intermixed TiO powder167. A technique for homogeneously disbursing nitrogen was 

developed by Issariyapat et al. in which CP-Ti powder was heated under a nitrogen-rich 

atmosphere before printing to preemptively nitrogenate the powder168,169. For both oxygen and 

nitrogen, strength and ductility were found to simultaneously increase with the addition of 

small amounts of interstitial solute before becoming embrittled at higher solute concentrations 

(Fig. 2.11). 

While interstitial solid solution strengthening is the primary benefit of interstitial 

addition, it can also improve the phase stability of β-phase titanium alloys. The interstitials do 

preferentially stabilize the α-phase over the β-phase, but at low concentrations this effect is 

small. Most importantly, interstitials may inhibit the precipitation of the embrittling ω-phase. 

First principles calculations show that the energy barrier to the formation of ω-phase is 

increased significantly by the presence of an interstitial solute, with certain formation 

geometries being completely destabilized170. The suppression of ω-phase formation by oxygen 

has been confirmed experimentally as well171,172. 

 

2.3.3 The Titanium-Carbon system 

 In titanium, interstitial carbon is much less studied than the other interstitials for several 

reasons. It has negligible solubility in the α-phase at room temperature, so a super-saturated 

solid solution must be created in order to study it (Fig. 2.12)173. It also does not occur in high 

quantities in the air yet, making atmospheric absorption during high temperature processing a 

non-issue.  

Figure 2.11: Stress strain curves of L-PBF CP-Ti with added a) oxygen and b) nitrogen. 
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 While interstitial carbon is not well studied, precipitated carbon is a popular topic. TiC 

is an effective precipitate for high strength composites due to its high hardness and good 

interfacial bonding with titanium174. Carbon can be introduced to the titanium alloy natively as 

graphite or graphene oxide, or already in the form of TiC175–178. It can also be introduced 

alongside other elements such as B4C and Mo2C, in which the additive compound will 

decompose during formation and precipitate back out as TiC178–182. Carbon can be added to 

titanium atmospherically by printing under a methane atmosphere183. Precipitation 

strengthening creates excellent composites for ultra-high strength applications184. This is 

particularly useful in β-phase alloys, which tend to have lower strength185. However, due to 

extreme brittleness, these composites are more popular for their tribological properties as wear-

resistant materials rather than as load-bearing parts186–188.  

 While carbon is well understood for precipitation strengthening, it also has great 

potential for solid solution strengthening. It has been repeatedly suggested that the dissolved 

carbon is the dominant strengthening mechanism for Ti-TiC rather than the TiC 

precipitates109,189. Not only are the TiC particles suggested to provide only marginal 

improvement to strength, but they also severely reduce ductility by promoting void 

nucleation190. First principles calculations have also suggested that carbon can improve 

ductility by promoting partial dislocation emission from perfect dislocations to a greater degree 

than oxygen or nitrogen191. This dissertation will use in-situ L-PBF alloying to explore the 

effect of interstitial carbon on the mechanical properties of titanium and its alloys. 

  

Figure 2.12: The Ti-C binary phase diagram. 
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Chapter 3: 

Methods 
 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Experimental Overview 
 The experiments done in this study show the effect of dissolved carbon on the 

mechanical performance of titanium and its alloys. Materials were produced by L-PBF in order 

to reliably induce a super-saturated solid solution of carbon. Commercially pure titanium (CP-

Ti) and the two alloys Ti64 and Ti-10Mo were investigated as matrix materials in order to 

robustly show the effect of carbon across a range of alloys. The experimental layout shown in 

Fig. 3.1 arranges these three matrix materials in order of increasing β-phase stability, rarity, 

and cost. CP-Ti and Ti64 are well established materials for L-PBF, so the parameters and 

properties without carbon addition required no in-depth investigation. Ti-10Mo is a more 

modern alloy, so a detailed optimization and characterization of the alloy without carbon 

addition was performed to provide a reliable baseline. 

 In order to create a carbon solid solution, TiC was added in small, incremental 

quantities to all three matrix materials. By performing the characterization techniques detailed 

in this chapter, the effect of dissolved carbon on mechanical performance was clarified in terms 

of both its quantitative impact on mechanical properties as well as the mechanisms behind these 

mechanical improvements. 

 

3.2 Powder Preparation 
 Feedstock powder was obtained from Osaka Titanium Technologies Co., Ltd and 

Kojundo High-Purity Chemicals. Osaka Titanium Technologies Co. provided titanium powder 
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from their Titanium Low Oxygen Powder (TILOP) series. TILOP-45 is a CP-Ti powder 

compliant with ASTM Grade 2, and TILOP64-45 is a Ti64 powder compliant with ASTM 

Grade 23, as listed in ASTM standards B265 and B34834. Both powders are produced as gas-

atomized spheres (Fig. 3.2 a-b) and have a listed maximum diameter of 45 μm. TILOP-45 has 

an average size of 24 μm, and TILOP64-45 has an average diameter of 25 μm. Kojundo High-

Purity Chemicals provided both titanium carbide powder (TII02PB) and molybdenum powder 

(MOE03PB). The titanium carbide had an approximate size range of 2-5 μm, and the 

molybdenum powder had an average size of 3 μm. 

 Powders mixtures were prepared in batches of 500-1000g of total powder. Appropriate 

weights of the component powders were added to a polypropylene bottle along with 

approximately 10 wt.% of 5 mm ZrO2 balls. The powder and balls were loaded into a rocking 

mill (SEIWA GIKEN, RM-5) and shaken at 60 Hz for 1 hour. The ZrO2 balls were removed 

with a steel strainer, and the powder was stored in the polypropylene bottle under vacuum. 

 

Figure 3.1: Flowchart of experiment design. 
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3.3 Manufacturing and Consolidation 
3.3.1 Additive Manufacturing 

 Laser powder bed fusion was performed by the TruPrint 1000 3D printer by TRUMPF 

(Fig. 3.3). The TruPrint 1000 is a self-contained L-PBF printer for small-scale metallic additive 

manufacturing. The printer uses a YAG continuous fiber laser rated for up to 200 W with a 

wavelength of 1070 ± 10 nm. Printing is supported under high purity argon or nitrogen 

atmospheres, but only argon was used. The build space is cylindrical, with a 100 mm diameter 

and a maximum build height of approximately 170 mm. 

Figure 3.2: As-received powder morphology of a) TILOP-45, b)TILOP64-45, c) TiC, d) Mo. 

Figure 3.3: The TRUMPF TruPrint 1000 printer a) exterior, b) build chamber. 
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Print geometry was designed using the Materialize Magics 23.01 software. This 

software enabled computer aided design (CAD) of basic geometric shapes as well as the 

importing of pre-made .stl files. The parts could be generated, dimensioned, and manipulated 

freely across the build space. Support structures could be generated between parts and the 

substrate, or the parts could be printed directly onto the substrate (Fig. 3.4a).  

While the program allows for a near limitless number of print configurations, a few 

standard geometries were used (Fig. 3.4). The geometry for manufacturing tensile test samples 

was a 50×10×10 mm rectangular prism. The geometry for microstructure observation and 

characterization was a 10×10×10 mm cube. Cylinders with a diameter of 40 mm and a height 

of 30 mm were printed for additional post-processing analysis. Both supported and unsupported 

geometries were used. When supports were used, a mesh type support structure was generated 

with thickness of a 1.5 mm.  

Print parameters were also set via the Materialize Magics software. Parameters could 

be applied individually to each part in the build volume or in bulk to the whole build. Some 

parameters, such as layer thickness or cover gas velocity, could only be applied to the whole 

build. Layer thickness was held at a constant 20 μm over the course of the project. Cover gas 

speed was 2.5-3 mm/s. The build surface was located near the focal point of the laser, where 

the beam diameter is approximately equal to the wavelength of 1070 nm. 

Laser power, laser scan speed, and hatch width were adjusted as appropriate per 

experiment. Laser powers of 140 to 180 W, scan speeds of 450 to 2500 mm/s, and hatch widths 

of 21 to 320 μm were used over the course of this project. The primary print condition for CP-

Ti alloys and Ti64 alloys was a power of 160 W, a scan speed of 535 mm/s, and a hatch width 

of 110 μm, leading to a VED of 136 J/mm3. The primary print condition for Ti-10 Mo alloys 

was a power of 160 W, a scan speed of 500 mm/s, and a hatch width of 123 μm, leading to a 

VED of 130 J/mm3. The parameters are listed in Table 3.1. 

The scan strategy was an alternating offset chessboard with outline. Each layer would 

begin with a low LED scan of the outline of each part’s cross section to improve surface quality 

Figure 3.4: Characteristic printed part shapes. Support structures are marked with a black triangle. 

a) CAD interface, b) as-printed samples. 
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and keep the powder in place. Then the bulk would be filled in with a chessboard pattern (Fig. 

3.5). To fill in each 3.96 mm chessboard panel, the laser would raster through parallel hatches 

in a zig-zag pattern. The hatches of adjacent chessboard panels are rotated 90°. When filling in 

an area, every other chessboard panel in a straight line would be filled in sequence across the 

length of the sample, then the in-between panels would be filled in sequence before moving to 

the next line. The chessboard pattern of each subsequent layer was offset by 2.73 mm in one 

chessboard direction and 3.22 mm in the other to prevent accumulation of chessboard panel 

edge defects. This pattern was part of the parameters recommended by TRUMPF for the 

processing of titanium alloys and had been optimized for low residual stresses and good surface 

quality.  

Once the part geometry and print conditions were set, the print details were exported to 

a machine-specific .WZA file. This file was then transferred from the CAD computer to the 

printer interface.  

For the physical preparation of each print, a bottle of pre-mixed powder was poured 

into the supply cylinder, then carefully leveled with a straightedge such that the as-poured 

packing density was preserved. A substrate was then mounted in the build cylinder via the 

substrate mounting jig. The cylindrical substrates were made of CP-Ti or Ti64 and had 

Table 3.1: Primary L-PBF parameters for each matrix material. 

Matrix 

material 

Chapter Laser 

power [W] 

Scan mpeed 

[mm/s] 

Hatch 

[μm] 

Layer thickness 

[μm] 

VED 

[J/mm3] 

CP-Ti 4 160 535 110 20 136 

Ti64 5 160 535 110 20 136 

Ti-10Mo 6 160 500 123 20 130 

 

Figure 3.5: Chessboard scan strategy. 
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diameters of 99 mm and thickness ranging from 10 mm to 40 mm. The substrates were 

manually brought to level with the process chamber floor for their initial state. Finally, the 

rubber recoater was bolted to the recoating mount. The process chamber was ensured to be 

clean and clear before being sealed and flooded with high-purity (>99.999%) argon gas. 

Printing began once the oxygen content was below 200 ppm, and argon was supplied as 

necessary to keep the steady-state oxygen content below 100 ppm. 

Once the print had finished and cooled off, the substrate was removed from the 

mounting jig. Samples fixed to the substrate by support structures were removed via careful 

application of a hack saw and a hammer. Samples printed directly onto the substrate without 

supports were removed via wire electric discharge machining (EDM) using a Sodick AG-130L. 

 

3.3.2 Post-processing 

 While the as-printed behavior of the various alloys was observed, most samples also 

went through some form of post-processing to further improve their mechanical performance. 

In most cases, this took the form of heat treatment, although hot extrusion was also used. 

 Heat treatment was performed in a vacuum furnace (FULL-TECH, FTV-1200R-250). 

A medium vacuum of under 200 Pa was achieved before heat treatment began and was 

maintained throughout the treatment to prevent oxidation. The sample was heated to the 

holding temperature at a rate of 20°C/min. The internal furnace temperature was verified by 

thermocouple. The standard holding temperature and time was 700°C for 3 hours, but many 

other heat treatments were investigated. After the holding time, one of three different cooling 

methods was applied. With furnace cooling, the sample was held in the vacuum until the 

internal furnace temperature was less than 100°C. With air quenching and water quenching, 

the sample was quickly removed from the furnace chamber and immersed in the relevant room 

temperature fluid until it also reached room temperature. 

 Hot extrusion was performed using the cylindrical billet (Fig. 3.6). The 30×ɸ40 mm 

billet was pre-heated for 10 minutes at 1100°C. It was then mounted into a pre-heated steel 

chamber on a 2000 kN hydraulic press (Shibayama Kikai, SHP-200-450). The billet was then 

extruded through a round die with an outer diameter of 42 mm and an inner diameter of 15 mm, 

giving an extrusion ratio of 7:1. 

 

3.2.3 Spark-Plasma Sintering 

 Additional sample consolidation was performed via spark-plasma sintering (SPS). For 

each sample, approximately 75 g of pre-mixed powder was loaded into a cylindrical graphite 

die with a 30 mm diameter. This die was then loaded into an SPS machine (NJS SPS Center, 

SPS-1030S), where a medium vacuum of less than 5 Pa was held. The sample was raised to a  

temperature of 1000°C under a pressure of 15 MPa at a heating rate of 20°C/s. The sample was 
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Figure 3.6: Hot extrusion. a) the hydraulic press, b) a schematic of hot extrusion, c) a partially 

extruded billet with die, d) fully extruded rods. 

Figure 3.7: A section of a sample produced by spark-plasma sintering. 
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then held at 1000°C for 30 min at a pressure of 30 MPa to fully consolidate it. After furnace 

cooling, the sample was mechanically pushed out of the die (Fig. 3.7).  

 

3.4 Characterization 
3.4.1 Sample Preparation 

 Each material was extensively characterized with respect to composition and 

microstructure. Cross sections were cut using a rotary fine cutter with SiC disks (HEIWA 

TECHNICA, SS-31). The samples were then mounted in a conductive carbon-epoxy puck 

using the BUEHLER SIMPLIMET 1000. These pucks were then ground clean using SiC 

grinding paper on a rotational polishing table (IMT, IM-P2). Grinding paper grits of 80 to 4000 

were used, and each sample was rotated 90° every time a finer grit was used. After grinding, 

the sample was polished for 5-10 min using a 0.1 μm Al2O3 suspension on a cloth polishing 

pad on the rotational polishing table. 

 The final polish could be achieved by vibratory or electrochemical polish, depending 

on the material composition. For vibratory polishing, 0.06 μm colloidal silica (BUELHER, 

MasterMet) was used as the polishing medium in the BUEHLER Vibromet 2 vibratory polisher. 

Polishing times of 4-16 hours were used as appropriate for each sample. For electrochemical 

polishing, a solution of 95% acetic acid and 5% perchloric acid was used192,193. The sample 

was connected to the anode of a power supply and immersed in the polishing solution with the 

desired face turned towards the cathode. A low current was run through the solution for 2-5 

minutes, until the desired face had a mirror finish. The polishing solution was continuously 

mixed with a stir magnet. 

 

3.4.2 General Characterization 

 The composition of interstitial elements was determined for each material. The 

concentration of oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen was determined using a HORIBA EMGA 830 

analyzer. The concentration of carbon was determined using a HORIBA EMIA-221 analyzer. 

For each analysis, three samples of 0.4-1.0 g were manually cut from the material using the 

fine cutter and bolt cutters. Each sample was then loaded into a crucible and covered in a low-

reactivity metal. The non-weighted average composition was then used. 

 Density was determined using the Archimedes principle. The dry weight of the sample 

in air was measured. Next, the sample was immersed in water and agitated to remove residual 

bubbles. The submerged sample was then weighed while underwater. By comparing the dry 

weight (mdry), the submerged weight (mwet), and the density of water (ρwater), the density (ρ) 

could be calculated by equation 3.1: 

 
𝝆 =

𝒎𝐝𝐫𝐲 𝝆𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓

𝒎𝐝𝐫𝐲 − 𝒎𝐰𝐞𝐭

 
(3.1) 
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 Crystallographic data was obtained using a SHIMADZU XRD-6100 X-ray 

diffractometer (XRD). X-rays were generated using a copper source and filtered to the Kα 

wavelength of 1.54 Å. Diffracted X-rays were detected through a 0.3 mm receiving slit for 0.60 

seconds per data point. Each material was scanned from 2θ angles of 30° to 80°. For CP-Ti and 

Ti64 alloys, the scan speed was 1°/min and the sampling pitch was 0.01°. For Ti-10Mo alloys, 

the scan speed was 2°/min and the sampling pitch was 0.02°. High-resolution scans were also 

performed from 34° to 40° using a scan speed of 0.2°/min and a sampling pitch of 0.002°. The 

data was lightly processed by the program to remove background noise and exported to a .txt 

file. 

 XRD data was analyzed using a custom MATLAB program using the R2021a edition 

of the MATLAB software. Peaks were identified by applying a linear average smoothing filter 

over the raw data. The filter smoothed over an increasing number of points until the number of 

local maxima was stable. Local maxima and minima of the smoothed data were identified. 

Local maxima below a threshold background value were not considered in this analysis. 

Gaussian peaks were then fit to each smoothed local maximum using the raw data spanning 

between the two adjacent local minima. The center of this gaussian was taken as the 2θ location 

of the peak, and the maximum value of all raw data in this span was taken as the peak intensity. 

An estimated peak pattern was generated from approximate lattice parameters by using Bragg’s 

law: 

 𝒏𝝀 = 𝟐𝒅 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽 (3.2) 

 Where n is an arbitrary positive integer, λ is the X-ray wavelength, d is the spacing between 

atomic planes, and θ is the detector angle. In this study, n was taken as unity. Real peaks were 

then assigned to the relevant phase and crystallographic plane families by proximity to the 

estimated peak location. To determine the real lattice parameters, a minimization function was 

run over all possible lattice parameters such that the root mean squared of the difference 

between the estimated peak locations and true peak locations was minimized.  

 

3.4.3 Microscopy 

 Optical microscopy (OM) was performed using a SHIMADZU SPM-9600 scanning 

probe microscope. The accelerating voltage was 15 kV, yielding a current of approximately 90 

μA. Photographs were taken using the dynamic focus function. 

 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using the JEOL JSM-7100F and 

the JEOL JSM-6500F field emission scanning electron microscopes. Four different imaging 

modes were used: secondary electron imaging, backscattered electron (BSE) imaging, energy 

dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS), and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). Secondary 

electron imaging gives primarily topography-based contrast, so it was used for powder 

morphology observation. BSE imaging has a strong compositional contrast as well as weak 
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crystallographic contrast, so it was used for some microstructural observation. The compo 

imaging technique was used alongside the BSE imaging. 

 For EDS, the JEOL JED-2300 detection system was added to the SEM. The EDS was 

performed at a working distance of 10 mm. EDS peaks were automatically indexed by the 

software to the elements nominally included in each alloy. EDS compositional imaging was 

performed to show elemental compositional contrast across an image. Point, line, and area scan 

techniques were used to quantify elemental composition. 

 EBSD used a TSL and EDAX SC-200 detector and imaging software. The working 

distance was 20 mm. Kikuchi patterns were identified and indexed for each point in a selected 

area. This data was then processed using the EDZX OIM Analysis 8 software.  

 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed using a JEOL JEM-2100F 

Transmission Electron Microscope. TEM foils were prepared by focused ion beam (FIB), using 

a JEOL JIB-4500. 

 

3.4.4 Mechanical Testing 

 Uniaxial tensile testing was the primary method of mechanical performance evaluation. 

Tensile testing was performed using dogbone-type samples with a rectangular cross section 

(Fig. 3.8). These samples had a thickness of 1 mm, a gauge width of 2 mm, and a gauge length 

of 10 mm. There were 1 mm radius shoulders at the ends of the gauge length, and 2 mm 

shoulders located 7 mm away from the gauge where the sample was mounted into the tensile 

tester. The dogbones were manufactured by Miyakojima Seisakusyo Co., Ltd via with a lightly 

polished finish. For L-PBF material, three dogbones were cut for each material from near the 

center of 10×10×50 mm rectangular bar in a horizontal orientation. The 1 mm thickness was 

parallel to the build direction, and the shoulders were curved in the build plane. The top and 

bottom 1 mm of the rectangular bar were not used to avoid sampling boundary conditions. 

Figure 3.8: A tensile test dogbone. a) dogbone source location, b) dimensions of the dogbone, c) 

dogbone with DIC stickers and machined surface finish. 
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 The uniaxial tensile tests took place on a Shimadzu Autograph AG-X 50 kN. Force was 

measured by a 50 kN load cell. Displacement was measured using the built-in digital image 

correlation (DIC) software. Black and white DIC identification stickers were attached to the 

tensile sample at either end of the gauge length, approximately 8 mm apart (Fig. 3.8c). The 

dogbone with stickers was filmed during the tensile test so that displacement could be evaluated 

by DIC. All three dogbones were tested to ensure data fidelity. The average width and thickness 

of the rectangular gauge cross section was measured by micrometer before every test. The 

stroke rate was 5 μm/s, and the sampling rate was every 0.1 seconds. There was no pre-loading.  

 Tensile data was evaluated by a custom MATLAB program. Engineering stress was 

calculated by dividing the load by the gauge cross section area as measured by micrometer. 

Engineering strain was calculated by dividing the DIC displacement by the original DIC length. 

Effective elastic modulus was evaluated by finding the average stress to strain ratio over 1000 

consecutive data points. The 1000 consecutive points with the highest average stress to strain 

ratio was taken to be the linear elastic region (Fig. 3.9). This average stress to strain ratio of 

the linear elastic region was used as the effective elastic modulus. To remove the effects of pre-

loading, the linear elastic region was extrapolated to zero stress, and strain was offset such that 

the extrapolation intercepted the origin. Fracture was determined to occur when the change in 

stress between two adjacent data points was at a minimum (greatest negative change). The 

strain value immediately preceding this change was taken to be the elongation to failure. Data 

after this change were not considered.  

 The stress values were then smoothed by a 5-point linear average filter to remove noise. 

Ultimate tensile stress (UTS) was determined by the maximum of the smoothed stress values. 

Yield stress was determined using the 0.2% offset method (Fig. 3.9). A line with a slope equal 

to the effective elastic modulus and a strain-intercept of 0.002 was defined. The intercept of 

Figure 3.9: Representative stress strain curve showing various processing regions and characteristic 

values. 
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this line with the stress-strain curve was taken to be the yield stress. Yield stress, UTS, 

elongation to failure, and effective elastic modulus for a material was defined as the average 

over all three samples. For plotting purposes, representative stress-strain curves are taken from 

the samples with the elongation to failure closest to the material average. 
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Chapter 4: 

L-PBF Soluted Carbon in Pure Titanium 
 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1 Experimental Overview 
To understand the effect of carbon on titanium’s alloys, the binary carbon-titanium 

system must first be understood. This chapter contains preliminary collaborative research done 

by the Department of Composite Materials Processing. The data provide proof-of-concept for 

L-PBF titanium alloys containing a carbon solid solution by demonstrating feasibility of 

production and viability of heat treatment parameters. The resulting materials give 

experimental evidence of dramatically enhanced mechanical properties via carbon addition. 

Furthermore, this chapter provides the template for experimental design and analysis that is 

used for subsequent alloys. 

All ASTM grades of commercially pure titanium (Grades 1-4) are allowed to contain 

up to 0.08% carbon, but the powder used in this study had no measurable carbon content 

(<0.02%). To increase the carbon content, supplemental carbon was added in the form of 

titanium carbide. TiC powder was added to the CP-Ti powder at quantities of 0.25 wt.%, 0.5 

wt.%, and 1 wt.%. The mixed powder as well as unalloyed CP-Ti was then printed into 

rectangular 50×10×10 mm bars using the 136 J/mm3 print condition listed in Table 3.1. Two 

bars were printed at each composition. One bar was printed with supports and heat treated for 

1 hour at 500°C†, and the other was printed without supports and heat treated for 3 hours at 

700°C.  

†Experiments and data collection for the 1 hour at 500°C samples were performed by Eri Ichikawa. 
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4.2 Characterization 
4.2.1 Interstitial Composition 

 Interstitial compositional analysis was performed after heat treatment. The results are 

listed in Table 4.1. Nominally, 1% TiC is equal to 0.2% C, but the exact carbon content was 

measured to account for experimental error. The measured carbon content in each sample is 

similar to the expected nominal amount, indicating excellent stability of carbon addition via 

TiC. There is no evidence of evaporation of carbon during the L-PBF process. Notably, the 

nitrogen content of the 0.5 and 1% TiC samples heat treated for 3 h at 700°C is significantly 

higher than the other samples. This is due to the nitrogen accumulation problem discussed in 

Appendix A. 

 Equilibrium TiC stability can be observed by the calculated phase diagram (Fig. 4.1). 

At equilibrium, carbon has negligible solubility at room temperature, but its solubility in the α-

phase increases rapidly with increasing temperature. At 500°C, TiC concentrations of 0.5% 

and 1% are not fully soluble, but lower concentrations are soluble. At 700°C, 0.5% TiC is fully 

soluble, and 1% TiC is nearly fully soluble.  

 

4.2.2 Microstructure 

 All samples heat treated for 1 h at 500°C showed exclusively α-phase XRD peaks and 

no TiC peaks, indicating full dissolution of TiC (Fig. 4.2). A fully α-phase titanium matrix is 

as-expected because carbon is an α-stabilizer154. The α lattice parameters were calculated using 

Bragg’s law (Eq. 3.2). The a lattice parameter showed no significant trend with increasing 

Table 4.1: Interstitial composition of CP-Ti with TiC. 

Nominal 

TiC 

[wt.%] 

Heat 

treatment 

Hydrogen 

[wt.%] 

Nitrogen 

[wt.%] 

Oxygen 

[wt.%] 

Carbon 

[wt.%] 

0 1 h at 500°C 0.004 0.008 0.155 0.021 

0.25 1 h at 500°C 0.006 0.011 0.164 0.091 

0.5 1 h at 500°C 0.006 0.017 0.162 0.156 

1 1 h at 500°C 0.003 0.027 0.175 0.248 

      

0 3 h at 700°C 0.006 0.026 0.195 0.001 

0.25 3 h at 700°C 0.004 0.016 0.158 0.067 

0.5 3 h at 700°C 0.004 0.060 0.179 0.114 

1 3 h at 700°C 0.004 0.049 0.181 0.226 
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Figure 4.1: Calculated binary phase diagram of titanium and carbon. 

Figure 4.2: X-ray diffraction of CP-Ti with TiC mounted in resin after heat treatments of a) 1 h at 

500°C, b) 3 h at 700°C. 
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carbon content (Fig. 4.3a). The c lattice parameter was shown to expand with increasing carbon  

content. Expansion of the c-axis with increasing carbon content is a well-established 

phenomenon. Carbon is reported to increase the c/a ratio from 1.588 to 1.589 with the addition 

of 0.16% C157. First principles calculations of dissolved carbon in Ti show this is because 

carbon can exist as a metastable solid solution in octahedral voids in the α matrix191. L-PBF of 

the Ti-C system involves hyper-rapid solidification, leading to complete solute trapping. These 

results confirm that a super-saturated carbon solid solution is formed in titanium by this L-PBF 

processing method, and no notable TiC precipitation has occurred.  

 Unusually, TiC peaks were observed in the 0.25% TiC sample heat treated for 3 h at 

700°C (Fig. 4.2b). This is unexpected because the calculated phase diagram showed that TiC 

is highly soluble in titanium at 700°C and no TiC peaks are observed in any other sample. The 

peaks are considered to be from a sampling outlier of a TiC agglomeration and not 

representative of the bulk composition of this sample. This sample is a useful reference for 

comparison with the other samples because it demonstrates the sensitivity of XRD analysis to 

the presence of TiC and confirms that TiC is not present in any other sample.  

Heat treatment for 3 h at 700°C led to a similar lattice parameter behavior (Fig. 4.3b). 

The a lattice parameter showed no correlation while the c lattice parameter showed a constant 

increase with increasing TiC content. The c lattice parameter in the samples heat treated for 3 

h at 700°C are consistently lower than those of the equivalent samples treated for 1 h at 500°C. 

Th reduction in c is due to incomplete relaxation of α′ martensite, which has a larger c lattice 

parameter, in the samples heat treated for 1 h at 500°C.  

EBSD micrographs of samples heat treated for 1 h at 500°C show that carbon has a 

strong grain-refinement effect on CP-Ti (Fig. 4.4). As will be shown in the next chapter, the 1 

h at 500°C heat treatment is merely for relief of residual stresses and has a negligible effect on 

microstructure. Therefore, the micrographs shown in Fig. 4.4 are considered representative of 

the as-printed microstructure. CP-Ti printed by L-PBF shows a microstructure of large, 

columnar α grains. With the addition of 0.25% TiC, the microstructure switches from a 

Figure 4.3: Lattice constants of CP-Ti with TiC after heat treatments of a) 1 h at 500°C, b) 3 h at 

700°C. 
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columnar-type structure to a martensitic-type structure. Carbon promotes the transformation 

from β to α′ martensite by destabilizing the β phase and raising the martensite start 

temperature54. The grain refinement with increasing carbon is also a product of increasing α′ 

stability. There is greater nucleation of martensitic laths, so the higher density of laths leads to 

smaller grain size100. 

Heat treating the samples for 3 h at 700°C led to microstructures that were incompatible 

with the available sample preparation techniques. Indexing these samples with EBSD showed 

large areas of interference, likely from a corrosion product or local deformation, shown as black 

in Fig. 4.5. Despite the poor image quality, the overall microstructure and grain size can still 

be observed. No TiC was observed in any sample, indicating the solid solution is stable 

throughout this heat treatment condition.  

The samples heat treated for 3 h at 700°C show globularization of α grains and 

significant grain growth, which is the typical behavior for martensitic titanium undergoing 

these heat treatment conditions134. For the 0, 0.25, and 0.5% TiC samples, the grain size after 

Figure 4.4: EBSD of  CP-Ti with TiC after 1 h at 500°C. a) 0% TiC, b) 0.25% TiC, c) 0.5% TiC, d) 

1% TiC.    
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3 h at 700°C was consistently about 40 μm greater than the grain size after 1 h at 500°C, 

indicating a constant grain growth rate. 

The grains of the 1% TiC sample are 108 μm larger in the sample heat treated for 3 h 

at 700°C than in the sample heat treated for 1 h at 500°C, significantly more than the other 

samples (Fig 4.6). The constant grain growth rate across the other samples suggests that the 

increased grain size is not due to a faster grain growth rate. In fact, the solute drag phenomenon 

posits that the grain growth rate should be slightly slower with increased carbon content144. 

The grain borders are also much more irregular than the other compositions, which is 

inconsistent with rapid grain growth. Therefore, it can be concluded that these massive grains  

are fusions of smaller, martensitic grains with similar orientations. The 1% TiC sample heat 

treated for 1 h at 500°C showed a martensitic microstructure with only a select few grain 

orientations. During grain growth at 700°C, these similarly oriented grains can fuse if they 

share a grain boundary194. Therefore, the unusually large grain size is due to carbon promoting 

the fusion of similarly oriented grains during grain growth.  

Figure 4.5: EBSD of  CP-Ti with TiC after 3 h at 700°C. a) 0% TiC, b) 0.25% TiC, c) 0.5% TiC, d) 

1% TiC. Black areas could not be indexed.  
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4.3 Mechanical Properties 
 Uniaxial tensile testing of the samples heat treated for 1 h at 500°C showed a 

remarkable increase in yield strength (Fig. 4.7). Mechanical properties are listed in Table 4.2. 

Yield strength and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) increased continuously from 328 MPa and 

392 MPa respectively in CP-Ti to 660 MPa and 746 MPa with the addition of 1% TiC. The 

ductility had the unusual trend of increasing from 26.3% to 29.0% elongation to failure when 

0.5% TiC was added to CP-Ti. Further addition of TiC reduced ductility. 

The yield stress was decomposed into the incremental contributions of various factors 

through the linear combination of several models (Fig. 4.7b). The effect of grain size was 

modeled using the Hall-Petch equation (Eq. 2.1), using EBSD to measure average grain 

Figure 4.6: Grain size properties of CP-Ti + x% TiC. a) Average grain diameter at each heat 

treatment and composition, b) the difference in average grain diameter between the two heat 

treatments. 

Figure 4.7: Mechanical properties of CP-Ti + x% TiC heat treated for 1 h at 500°C: a) tensile test 

stress-strain curves, b) yield stress decomposition. 
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diameter. For CP-Ti, Hall-Petch coefficients of 204 to 1200 μm1/2MPa have been reported, 

trending to higher 𝑘𝐻𝑃  values with higher interstitial content163. A constant value of 496 

μm1/2MPa was used4.  

 To model the effect of interstitial carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen, the 

experimentally derived equations of Harwig et. al were used195. These equations use an oxygen 

equivalency equation in the style of Eq. 2.4 as well as a second order function of the yield stress 

increment. The coefficients of these equations were determined by performing regression on a 

large dataset of titanium properties.  

To apply the Harwig model to the L-PBF data, measured interstitial concentrations in 

wt.% were converted using the modified oxygen equivalency: 

 𝑶𝐄𝐐 = [𝑶] + 𝟐. 𝟔𝟗[𝑵] + 𝟏. 𝟏𝟐[𝑪] − 𝟔. 𝟗𝟓[𝑯] (4.1) 

which has the associated second order yield strength improvement function: 

 ∆𝝈𝐲

𝑶𝐄𝐐
= 𝒄𝟏 𝑶𝐄𝐐 + 𝒄𝟐 𝑶𝐄𝐐

𝟐
 (4.2) 

where the coefficients are 𝑐1 = 1011.74 MPa(wt. %)−1and  𝑐2 = −528.24 MPa(wt. %)−2 . In 

order to isolate carbon’s contribution in this non-linear model, the yield stress increment from 

oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen with no carbon must be considered: 

 ∆𝝈𝐲
𝐎𝐍𝐇 = ∆𝝈𝐲

𝑶𝐄𝐐
([𝑪] = 𝟎) (4.3) 

which can then be removed to isolate carbon’s contribution: 

 ∆𝝈𝐲
𝐂 = ∆𝝈𝐲

𝑶𝐄𝐐
− ∆𝝈𝐲

𝐎𝐍𝐇 (4.4) 

The Hall-Petch model and Harwig oxygen equivalency model are linearly combined into: 

 ∆𝝈𝐲
𝐭𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 = ∆𝝈𝐲

𝐇𝐏 + ∆𝝈𝐲
𝐂 + ∆𝝈𝐲

𝐎𝐍𝐇 (4.5) 

Through this combined model, the yield stresses of 3 h at 700°C heat treated samples can be 

resolved into components. For simplicity of comparison, the minimum value of each 

component is subtracted out. For example: 

 ∆𝝈𝐲
𝐇𝐏,𝐬𝐡𝐨𝐰𝐧

([𝑻𝒊𝑪]) =  ∆𝝈𝐲
𝐇𝐏,𝐜𝐚𝐥𝐜𝐮𝐥𝐚𝐭𝐞𝐝

([𝑻𝒊𝑪]) − 𝐦𝐢𝐧 (∆𝝈𝐲
𝐇𝐏,𝐜𝐚𝐥𝐜𝐮𝐥𝐚𝐭𝐞𝐝

) (4.6) 

The yield stress increment is also normalized to pure titanium. 

Table 4.2: Mechanical properties of CP-Ti + x% TiC heat treated for 1 h at 500°C. 

TiC addition 

[wt.%] 

Yield stress 

[MPa] 

UTS 

[MPa] 

Ductility 

[%] 

0 328 392 26.3 

0.25 535 616 25.2 

0.5 614 679 29.0 

1 660 746 27.1 
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 This model can explain the remarkable performance enhancement achievable through 

the addition of small amounts of TiC. By adding 0.5% TiC, strength was improved by 87% and 

ductility was also improved by 10%. This behavior does not follow the typical tradeoff of 

metallic materials where ductility must be sacrificed to increase strength. Yield strength 

decomposition shows the nature of this increase. The concentrations of oxygen, nitrogen, and 

hydrogen were all low and changed only slightly, so their effects were negligible. The majority 

of the improvement to yield strength was split between being due to grain refinement and 

carbon solid solution. These can both be attributed to the addition of TiC because the grain 

refinement was an effect of carbon promoting the martensitic transformation. However, while 

grain refinement normally decreases ductility, an increase in ductility is seen163. This implies 

that solid solution carbon is in fact increasing ductility. This phenomenon will be discussed in 

detail in the next chapter. 

 Tensile testing of samples heat treated for 3 h at 700°C showed increased strength and 

ductility compared to equivalent samples heat treated for 1 h at 500°C (Fig. 4.8). Properties are 

listed in Table 4.3. The overall trends in strength and ductility were as before, with the addition 

Table 4.3: Mechanical properties of CP-Ti + x% TiC heat treated for 3 h at 700°C. 

TiC addition 

[wt%] 

Yield stress 

[MPa] 

UTS 

[MPa] 

Ductility 

[%] 

0 385 497 29.8 

0.25 433 513 32.4 

0.5 629 665 32.2 

1 688 713 23.4 

 

Figure 4.8: Mechanical properties of CP-Ti + x% TiC heat treated for 3 h at 700°C: a) tensile test 

stress-strain curves, b) yield stress decomposition. 
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of 0.5% TiC yielding dramatic improvement in strength but also increasing ductility. However, 

the high nitrogen content of these samples must be deconvoluted. 

Yield stress decomposition was performed as before (Fig. 4.8b). The results still support 

that carbon has a significant effect on yield strength. However, the effect of nitrogen is also 

significant in the 0.5 and 1% TiC samples. The model underestimates the true yield stress in 

these two samples. However, unlike for the other samples, the tensile curves of both these high-

nitrogen samples display a primary yielding hump and a secondary lower yielding. This 

suggests that the large amount of nitrogen changes the yielding mechanism of the material, 

preventing accurate interpretation by this model. If the effect of nitrogen is removed, the yield 

stress of the 0.5% TiC alloy is estimated as 430-526 MPa, and the yield stress of the 1% TiC 

alloy is estimated as 474-600 MPa. The lower bound is calculated by only using ∆𝜎y
HP and 

∆𝜎y
C  in the estimated yield stress value, and the upper bound is calculated by subtracting 

∆𝜎y
ONH from the measured yield stress. The large range of estimated yield stress is due to the 

large deviation between the model’s estimated yield stress and the true yield stress. 

 

4.4 Conclusions 
 Preliminary investigation into carbon solid solutions in titanium manufactured by L-

PBF showed the potential of interstitial element in titanium alloys. Up to 1% TiC was added 

to CP-Ti and printed by L-PBF then heat treated for either 1 h at 500°C or 3 h at 700°C. The 

following conclusions were drawn: 

 

 A complete solid solution of carbon in an α-Ti matrix is formed during L-PBF when up 

to 1% TiC is added to CP-Ti. 

 

 The addition of any TiC led to the formation of a lamellar, martensitic microstructure 

in the as-printed material with the addition of more TiC yielding smaller laths. 

 

 Heat treatment for 3 h at 700°C led to significant grain growth and a globular 

microstructure, with carbon promoting grain fusion. 

 

 Tensile testing of samples heat treated for 1 h at 500°C, shows that TiC addition 

dramatically increases strength with negligible loss to ductility. The addition of 0.5% 

TiC led to an increase in yield strength from 392 to 679 MPa and an increase in ductility 

from 26.3% to 29.0%. 
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 Tensile testing of samples heat treated for 3 h at 700°C, also showed that up to 0.5% 

TiC addition can increase strength without loss of ductility. The addition of 0.5% TiC 

led to an increase in yield strength from 497 to 665 MPa and an increase in ductility 

from 29.8% to 32.2%. 
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Chapter 5: 

L-PBF Soluted Carbon in Ti-6Al-4V 
 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Experimental Overview 
 In this chapter, the effect of introducing a carbon solid solution into a Ti64 matrix is 

examined. This project explores the Ti64-TiC system without precipitation hardening and 

shows how post-processing and carbon content can be used to optimize mechanical properties 

using only solid solution strengthening. 

This project had two parts. First, appropriate post-processing conditions were identified 

for L-PBF Ti64 + 0.75% TiC that would preserve the carbon solid solution and yield good 

mechanical properties. Only post-processing conditions were investigated because the optimal 

print conditions for Ti64 matrix materials have been thoroughly studied116,123,135. Next, TiC 

concentration was varied using these conditions to isolate the effect of the carbon solid solution 

on microstructure and mechanical performance. 

 

5.2 Post processing of Ti64 + 0.75% TiC 
5.2.1 Sample Preparation 

During L-PBF, the laser induces localized heating and rapid cooling, allowing for the 

super-saturation of carbon. However, the imbalance in thermal expansion leads to high residual 

stresses and even deformation-induced defects. These residual stresses and certain defects, such 

as dislocations, strengthen the part, but they can also cause severe embrittlement. Post-

processing must be carefully selected to alleviate embrittlement while minimizing sacrifices to 
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strength and increases to cost. For the purpose of isolating the effect of soluted carbon, the 

post-processing must also avoid precipitation of TiC. 

For post-process investigation, 0.75% TiC was used in a Ti64 matrix. To ensure full 

TiC dissociation, a high VED of 162 J/mm3 was used. The laser power was 160 W, the laser 

speed was 450 mm/s, the hatch width was 110 μm, and the layer thickness was 20 μm. Samples 

were printed without supports as 10×10×50 mm horizontally oriented bars and a 30×ɸ40 mm 

cylindrical billet. The bars underwent a comprehensive set of heat treatments listed in Table 

5.1. The cylindrical billet was hot extruded as an alternative form of post-processing. It was 

pre-heated to 1100°C for 10 min before being quickly transferred to a hot extrusion press. The 

2000 kN press extruded the hot billet through a round die to a diameter of 15 mm, an extrusion 

ratio of 7:1.  

 

5.2.2 Microstructure 

All samples in this study showed a martensitic structure of the same texture before heat 

treatment (Fig. 5.1). To elucidate the martensitic texture, parent-β grains were mathematically 

reconstructed using titanium’s preferential martensitic transformation planes: {110}β  

{0001}α′ and {11̄1}β  {112̄ 0}α′. Reconstruction in monolithic Ti64 revealed a clear β texture 

of {100}β in the build direction (Fig. 5.1b). Within the build plane, the parent-β grains have no 

significant orientation. The parent-β grains are columnar in the build direction and have widths 

on the order of the 110 μm hatch spacing. The high vertical aspect ratio combined with vertical 

texture shows that during printing, the melt pool solidifies vertically, with {100}β as the 

Table 5.1: Heat treatment conditions for Ti64+ 0.75% TiC. 
Condition Abbr. Holding temperature 

[°C] 

Holding time 

[min] 

Approximate 

cooling rate [°C/s] 

As-printed AP - - - 

Stress relieved SR 500 60 0.1 

3 h temper T3 700 180 0.1 

12h temper T12 700 720 0.1 

24h temper T24 700 1440 0.1 

Furnace cooled FC 1100 60 0.1 

Air quenched AQ 1100 60 10 

Water quenched WQ 1100 60 100 

Water quenched 
+ 3 h temper 

WQT3 1100, 
700 

60, 
180 

100, 
0.1 

Hot extruded Ex 1100 10 Extruded 
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preferred grain growth direction. This columnar solidification mechanism is often found in L-

PBF material with high energy densities128,130, which is followed by a transformation to α′ 

martensite in Ti64100. This reconstruction method confirms that all grains in the true grain 

structure are oriented at angles consistent with a martensitic transformation.  

Heat treatment of Ti64 + 0.75% TiC led to four distinct categories of microstructure 

(Fig. 5.2-3). The untempered acicular category is defined to include the as-printed, stress 

relieved, and water quenched samples. These conditions show a fine, martensitic-type grain 

structure that forms during the rapid cooling from L-PBF and water quenching. The as-printed 

case has fine, martensitic grains of relatively uniform width and a high aspect ratio, with the 

described {100}β texture. During L-PBF, each region is exposed to cyclic heating and cooling. 

Each cycle allows for additional martensitic transformation, leading to a relatively uniform α′ 

martensitic structure100. With the stress relieved heat treatment, there was a slight coarsening 

of the grains, but the overall microstructure was unchanged. Unlike the L-PBF cases, the water 

quenched case had a bimodal grain distribution, containing large martensitic laths with fine, 

poorly defined regions in between. This sample was normalized fully into the β phase before 

quenching, so it lost all of the L-PBF martensite. However, the lack of cyclic cooling allows 

for only primary and secondary martensitic structures100. The slower cooling of water 

quenching allows the primary martensitic grains to be larger than L-PBF laths. Notably, there 

was no evidence of TiC precipitation. The dissolved carbon remained stable in solution across 

high temperatures and phase changes.  

 

Figure 5.1: a) Characteristic martensitic structure near the build surface. b) Reconstructed parent-β 

grains. c) Pole figure of {001}
β
 facets showing a strong texture in the build direction. 
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anchor 

Figure 5.2: Vertical EBSD IPF maps of heat treated Ti64 + 0.75% TiC.  a) As-Printed, b) Stress 

Relieved, c) Water Quenched with IQ inlay showing secondary martensite, d) Air Quenched, e) 

Furnace Cooled with combined phase map and image quality inlay, f) 3h Temper, g) 12h Temper, h) 

24h temper, i) Water Quenched + 3h Temper, j) Hot Extruded with IQ inlay. 

  

Figure 5.3: Horizontal EBSD IPF maps of heat treated Ti64 + 0.75% TiC.  a) As-Printed, b) Stress 

Relieved, c) Water Quenched, d) Air Quenched, e) Furnace Cooled with combined phase map and 

IQ inlay, f) 3h Temper, g) 12h Temper, h) 24h temper, i) Water Quenched + 3h Temper, j) Hot 

Extruded with IQ inlay. 
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Air quenched and furnace cooled samples both have much larger, rounder grains, and 

are thus categorized as globular structures. These microstructures indicate dominance of a 

nucleation and growth mediated transition from the β-phase instead of a martensitic 

transformation. The parallel, high aspect ratio, large grains have a relatively even spacing with 

an intergranular region of a different phase. This implies a diffusion mediated pearlite-type 

growth behavior. In the air quenched samples, the cooling rate is fast enough such that the 

intergranular region contains martensitic structures. In the furnace cooled condition, the 

intergranular region remained in the β-phase. All residual β-phase shown has the same 

crystallographic orientation, indicating it is residual from a single massive β grain formed 

during heat treatment. 

The tempered acicular category, which includes the 3 h, 12h, and 24h tempers as well 

as the water quenched + 3 h temper samples, shows martensitic structures similar to the 

untempered cases, but with coarser grains. Increasing the duration of the temper increases the 

degree of grain growth. By 12 hours of tempering, there is partial fusion of neighboring grains 

of similar orientation, which is further seen after 24 hours. When the water quenched sample 

is tempered for 3 hours, the secondary martensitic grains grow considerably. These secondary 

grains become much better defined by EBSD, indicating that defect-rich regions are annihilated 

or consumed by grain growth. The large primary grains grow as well, maintaining the bimodal 

α structure. 

The hot extruded condition is categorized independently due to its finely sized but 

round grains and strong {0001} texture in the extrusion direction. The round grains are smaller 

than any acicular structure and have a relatively even size distribution. The hot working of 

extrusion induces dynamic recrystallization throughout the sample, and the metal flow causes 

the texture. Most notable is the prevalence of TiC precipitates. These precipitates occur at a 

high density, compared to only trace amounts of TiC being found in the as-printed condition 

and all other heat treatments. This indicates that the carbon precipitates out of solution during 

extrusion. While other samples had similar thermal histories without precipitation, it can be 

deduced that the massive deformation during extrusion provided the energy for nucleation of 

TiC particles. This sample can therefore be used to compare the effect of precipitation 

hardening versus solid solution strengthening on mechanical properties using a fixed carbon 

concentration. 

 

5.2.3 Tensile Behavior 

The tensile behavior followed the microstructural classifications (Fig. 5.4). The 

untempered acicular samples displayed the highest strengths, but by far the lowest ductility. 

As-printed, the alloy had a yield strength of 1267 MPa and a ductility of 3.1%. The stress 

relieved heat treatment removed the embrittling residual stresses inherent to L-PBF. This 
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increased ductility by 57% with no change in yield strength compared to the as-printed 

condition. The water quenched sample had a yield strength that was 18% lower than the other 

two untempered acicular samples,  despite having a ductility similar to the stress relieved 

condition. The reduction of yield strength can be attributed to the retained β-rich intergranular 

region, exemplifying how the hyper-rapid cooling conditions of L-PBF can produce extremely 

favorable microstructures for high-strength applications.  

Once tempered, the acicular samples performed similarly irrespective of temper time 

or initial condition. The 3 h temper increases ductility by 280% from the as-printed state while 

reducing yield strength from 1267 MPa to 1172 MPa. Increasing the temper time from 3 to 24 

hours only increases ductility by an additional 7%, indicating two main phases to the tempering 

process. In the first phase, which occurs within the first 3 hours, there is rapid annihilation of 

unnecessary residual stresses, dislocations, and other defects, slightly reducing yield strength 

and drastically improving ductility. In the second phase, defect annihilation slows and there is 

only moderate grain growth or grain fusion, which ultimately has little impact on the 

Figure 5.4: Tensile properties of heat treated Ti64 + 0.75% TiC. a) Representative tensile curves, b) 

average properties, c) Hall-Petch Correlation. 
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mechanical properties. In the water quenched + 3 h temper sample, the β-rich intergranular 

region was replaced by martensitic structure, which significantly increased yield strength and 

ductility and allowed this condition to perform similarly to the other tempered acicular samples.  

The remaining globular and extruded samples had poorer mechanical properties than 

previous samples. The large grains present in the globular samples led to low strength with no 

significant increase in ductility. While the extruded sample did display high strength and 

moderate ductility, it also had a very low work hardening rate and therefore necked 

immediately after yielding (Fig. 5.4a).  

The Hall-Petch model (Eq. 4.1) is commonly used to predict how the yield strength 𝜎  

of a material is changed as a function of average grain size �̅�. The Hall-Petch constant 𝑘  for 

this material can be calculated by using the various grain sizes and tensile results (Fig. 5.4c). 

The average grain diameter was chosen to represent grain size rather than the α-phase lath 

width, as not all samples had martensitic laths. As the extruded sample displayed a markedly 

different texture, plastic behavior, and carbon strengthening mechanism, it was not considered 

in the calculation. Linear regression of the remaining samples yielded: 

 ∆𝝈𝐲
𝐇𝐏 = 𝟓𝟐𝟐 

𝐌𝐏𝐚

𝛍𝐦𝟏/𝟐
 𝒅−̅𝟏/𝟐  (5.1) 

The coefficient of determination was R2=0.822. The extruded sample has a much lower strength 

than what is predicted by the Hall-Petch function, showcasing how precipitation hardening is 

a less efficient strengthening mechanism than solid solution strengthening.  

Of the post-processing methods examined, the stress relieved (1 h at 500°C) and 3 h 

temper (3 h at 700°C) heat treatments resulted in the best mechanical performance. With a heat 

treatment of 1 h at 500°C, the high strength of the as-printed condition was unchanged, and 

ductility was improved considerably, making it the most suitable for high-strength applications. 

All tempered acicular samples showed a similarly excellent balance of strength and ductility. 

The 3 h at 700°C treatment is most favorable, as it is the fastest and most efficient method to 

achieve this balance. Both the stress relieved and 3 h temper conditions were used for studying 

the effects of carbon concentration.  

 

5.3 Varying TiC Content 
5.3.1 Sample Preparation 

For TiC variation experiments, TiC powder was added to Ti64 powder at concentrations 

of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1%, with monolithic Ti64 being used as a control. During L-PBF, a 

faster laser speed of 535 mm/s was used to reduce keyhole defect formation, yielding an 

invested energy density of 136 J/mm3. The print parameters can be found in Table 3.1. A 

rectangular bar of each composition underwent each of the two optimized heat treatment 

conditions of 1 h at 500°C or 3 h at 700°C followed by furnace cooling.  
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5.3.2 Carbon Dissolution 

TiC dissociated into a carbon solid solution through L-PBF across all tested 

compositions. While a few TiC particles could be found by microscopy, they were so dilute 

that their concentration could not be measured. Direct compositional measurement of carbon 

content shows that the carbon concentration of the printed and heat-treated material is 

consistent with the nominal amount of TiC added. Given that the added carbon is retained in 

the alloy after L-PBF, but TiC particles only occur in trace amounts, it can be concluded that 

the carbon has dissolved. 

Lattice parameter analysis also supports carbon dissolution. Bragg’s law (Eq. 3.2) was 

applied to the fitted XRD peaks to calculate the two lattice parameters a and c. In §4.2.2, carbon 

was shown to expand the c-axis in CP-Ti. The calculated lattice parameters of the Ti64 

solutions show a steady increase in the c-lattice parameter of up to 1 pm and a steady decrease 

of the a-axis lattice parameter of 0.5 pm with the addition of up to 0.3% carbon from 1% TiC 

(Fig. 5.5). Increasing the heat treatment from 1 h at 500°C to 3 h at 700°C had no notable effect 

on the a-axis lattice parameter but caused the c-axis to expand as martensite relaxes into the α-

phase. These correspond to a c/a ratio increase of 1.592 to 1.598 from 1 h at 500°C and 1.596 

to 1.598 from 3 h at 700°C. 

Figure 5.5: Lattice distortion as a function of carbon composition and heat treatment, as derived 

from XRD. 
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5.3.3 Microstructure 

To better understand the heat-treated microstructure, the as-printed structure was 

examined first. In the as-printed condition, the addition of carbon led to finer grains. Average 

grain size decreased rapidly with small additions of TiC but had diminishing returns with larger 

additions of TiC (Fig. 5.6-7). Carbon appears to promote martensite nucleation, reducing lath 

width and length during L-PBF’s rapid cooling. Other than grain size, there  were no 

microstructural discrepancies between different compositions. The {100}β texture remains 

prevalent, as the addition of carbon has no significant effect on the parent-β grains.  

 

  

Figure 5.6: EBSD of vertical cross sections in the as-printed condition.  a) 0%, b) 0.25%, c) 0.5%, 

c) 0.75%, e) 1% nominal TiC content.  

Figure 5.7: EBSD of horizontal cross sections in the as-printed condition.  a) 0%, b) 0.25%, c) 0.5%, 

c) 0.75%, e) 1% nominal TiC content.  
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 With a heat treatment of 1 h at 500°C, the grain structure remains similar to the as-

printed condition, albeit with mild grain growth (Fig. 5.8-9). As there is no phase change, 

texture is also unchanged. There is only a slight increase in average grain size across all TiC 

compositions due to the slow grain growth rate at 500°C. In addition to grain growth, another 

factor contributing to the increased average grain size was the annihilation of defect rich 

regions at the grain boundaries. During heat treatment, these regions are absorbed by the 

neighboring grains. Defect annihilation increased EBSD quality, allowing for previously 

unreadable regions to contribute to grain size.  

Figure 5.8: EBSD of vertical cross sections after 1h at 500°C heat treatment. a) 0%, b) 0.25%, c) 

0.5%, c) 0.75%, e) 1% nominal TiC content.  

Figure 5.9: EBSD of horizontal cross sections after 1h at 500°C heat treatment.  a) 0%, b) 0.25%, 

c) 0.5%, c) 0.75%, e) 1% nominal TiC content.  
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The 3 h at 700°C heat treatment induces more significant grain growth, which is assisted 

by the addition of carbon (Fig. 5.10-11). With increased heat treatment time and temperature, 

grains grow faster in all directions, increasing average grain size and lath width. There was 

more grain growth with higher carbon content, indicating that carbon facilitates grain growth. 

Carbon has a fast diffusion rate in Ti64, preventing solute drag161,196. At TiC concentration of 

0.75% and 1%, grain growth was such that parallel martensitic grains with similar orientations 

were able to fuse together into significantly larger grains (Fig. 5.10e). Carbon induces finer 

grains in the as-printed condition but increases grain size by promoting grain fusion during heat 

Figure 5.10: EBSD of a vertical cross section after 3h at 700°C heat treatment.  a) 0%, b) 0.25%, c) 

0.5%, c) 0.75%, e) 1% nominal TiC content.  

Figure 5.11: EBSD of a horizontal cross section after 3h at 700°C heat treatment.  a) 0%, b) 0.25%, 

c) 0.5%, c) 0.75%, e) 1% nominal TiC content.  
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treatment. This led to a curved average grain size distribution after 3 h at 700°C with a 

minimum at 0.25% TiC (Fig. 5.12). Grain size average and standard deviation were calculated  

from the combination of 30×90 μm horizontal and vertical sections.  

 

5.3.4 Tensile Behavior 

 The retained dislocations and defects of the 1 h at 500°C condition led to extremely 

high yield strengths while still allowing for some ductility. Average properties are listed in 

Table 5.2, with stress-strain curves shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. The properties of monolithic 

Ti64 are consistent with the literature for the stress relieved martensite microstructure135. The 

addition of carbon in this heat treatment unilaterally led to increased strength and decreased 

ductility. The addition of TiC led to a 27% increase in yield strength, larger than what can be 

achieved in Ti64 through microstructural refinement alone. While ductility decreased at higher 

Table 5.2: Average mechanical properties. 
Heat treatment Nominal TiC 

content [wt.%] 
Yield stress 

[MPa] 
Ultimate tensile 

stress [MPa] 
Elongation at 
fracture [%] 

 
 

1 h at 500°C 

0 1130±9 1225±2 8.0±0.7 
0.25 1167±14 1249±2 8.0±0.7 
0.5 1236±12 1308±11 6.7±0.5 
0.75 1298±31 1405±2 4.6±0.3 

1 1429±49 1490±8 3.0±0.4 
 

 
 

3 h at 700°C 

0 1053±12 1119±7 11.0±0.6 
0.25 1089±22 1161±6 11.2±0.7 
0.5 1139±8 1170±6 11.5±0.4 
0.75 1213±15 1242±8 9.7±0.3 

1 1247±3 1262±1 8.1±0.7 
 

Figure 5.12: Average grain size vs TiC content in the as-printed case and both heat-treated cases. 

Plots are slightly offset to show detail. 
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carbon concentrations, even the highest strength sample showed some plastic deformation, 

making this a superior set of alloys for high-strength applications. 

 Tempering  the printed material yields a dramatic increase in ductility at a slight cost to 

strength. With no addition of TiC, Ti64 has a 38% increase in ductility with a 7.6% decrease 

in yield strength when exposed to the longer 3 h at 700°C heat treatment. Remarkably, the 

addition of up to 0.5% TiC increased both strength and ductility compared to monolithic Ti64. 

At higher TiC concentrations, strength continued to increase, but ductility began to decrease 

Figure 5.13: Representative tensile tests of the 1 h at 500°C heat treatment. 

Figure 5.14: Representative tensile tests of the 3 h at 700°C heat treatment. 
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slowly. Notably, ductility in the 3 h at 700°C condition was higher than in the 1 h at 500°C 

condition at comparable strengths.  

 The mechanical properties of the 0.75% TiC samples printed with a laser speed of 535 

mm/s can be compared to those from the §5.2.3 printed at 450 mm/s (Fig. 5.4). With a heat 

treatment of 1 h at 500°C, increasing the laser speed increased yield stress by 6% and decreased 

ductility by 3%. With a heat treatment of 3 h at 700°C, increasing the laser speed increased 

yield stress by 3% and decreased ductility by 6%. These changes are consistent with a decrease 

in keyhole porosity and an increase in residual stresses at faster laser speeds. 

 

5.3.5 Strengthening Mechanisms 

TEM imaging of 0.5% TiC samples show how heat treatment affects the dislocation 

density and leads to the shown mechanical properties (Fig. 5.15). As-printed, both entangled 

dislocation networks and twins can be observed. The localized heating of L-PBF causes 

deformation from thermal expansion, leading to dislocation formation. While Ti64 does not 

readily form twins under normal deformation, the hyper-rapid nature of the cooling increases 

thermal expansion strain rate, encouraging twinning46. After 1 h at 500°C, twins can no longer 

Figure 5.15: 200kx magnification TEM of dislocation densities in Ti64 + 0.5% TiC.  a) Entangled 

dislocation network in as-printed condition. b) Twinning in as-printed condition with SAD inlay.  

c) Preferential dislocation slip planes after 1h at 500°C. d) Slip planes after 3h at 700°C. 
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be found, and the previously chaotic dislocation networks align along preferential slip planes. 

By 3 h at 700°C, the dislocations still appear along preferential slip planes, but their density 

has been reduced dramatically. This dislocation density reduction is consistent with the reduced 

strength and improved ductility from the 1 h at 500°C samples. The samples were carefully 

examined under TEM for nano-TiC precipitates, but none were found in the as-printed sample 

or after either heat treatment. This confirms the stability of the carbon solid solution. 

 To examine how carbon concentration affects mechanical properties, the yield stress 

decomposition model (Eq. 4.6) discussed in §4.3 was used. Measured interstitial compositions 

for the calculation of ∆𝜎y
C  and ∆𝜎y

ONH are listed in Table 5.3 and Fig. 5.16. ∆𝜎y
HP  was 

calculated using the Hall-Petch relation derived in Equation 5.1. The minimum value of each 

component was subtracted out as before (Eq. 4.7). 

Table 5.3: Interstitial composition. 
Heat 

treatment 
Nominal TiC 

content 
[wt.%] 

Carbon 
[wt.%] 

Oxygen 
[wt.%] 

Nitrogen 
[wt.%] 

Hydrogen 
[wt.%] 

 
1 h at 
500°C 

0 0.041±0.005 0.241±0.025 0.025±0.005 0.011±0.002 
0.25 0.108±0.008 0.211±0.003 0.033±0.003 0.010±0.001 
0.5 0.174±0.010 0.208±0.009 0.022±0.003 0.009±0.001 
0.75 0.180±0.009 0.232±0.004 0.067±0.005 0.007±0.003 

1 0.288±0.007 0.224±0.006 0.027±0.003 0.007±0.0003 
 

 
3 h at 
700°C 

0 0.006±0.001 0.261±0.011 0.040±0.012 0.006±0.0004 
0.25 0.078±0.008 0.245±0.013 0.027±0.001 0.006±0.0006 
0.5 0.113±0.005 0.252±0.008 0.039±0.006 0.006±0.0002 
0.75 0.167±0.012 0.230±0.006 0.049±0.015 0.008±0.0002 

1 0.221±0.010 0.264±0.008 0.053±0.006 0.006±0.0002 

 

Figure 5.16: Carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen content of each sample heat treated at a) 1 h 

at 500°C, b) 3 h at 700°C. 
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Through this combined model, the yield stresses of 3 h at 700°C heat treated samples 

can be resolved into components (Fig. 5.17). The yield stress increment is also normalized to 

monolithic Ti64. It can be seen that solid solution strengthening is the dominant strengthening 

mechanism and increases with TiC concentration. The largest deviation in experimental yield 

stress from the model comes at 1% TiC, where strength is underestimated. This discrepancy is 

due to the unusual morphology of the large, fused grains. As they retain some features from 

their martensitic components, they have a very high grain boundary area for their size. As grain 

boundaries are obstacles to dislocation motion, this fused morphology has an increased 

strengthening potential. The Hall-Petch model assumes convex grains with a low aspect ratio 

and low grain boundary area, causing it to underestimate the yield stress increment.  

Strain hardening rate analysis provides some insight into the mechanism of the ductility 

improvement shown in 0.25% and 0.5% TiC samples after 3 h at 700°C (Fig. 5.18). The initial 

strain hardening rate at the onset of plastic deformation is lower for high-carbon samples due 

to higher yield stresses. Carbon’s notable effect comes after yielding, where the strain 

hardening rate is more stable with increased carbon content. This strain hardening stabilization 

effect increases the strain value of the x-intercept, an indication of the onset of necking. By 

delaying necking, carbon addition is able to improve ductility as well as strength.  

To understand the stabilization mechanism, EBSD analysis was performed on tensile 

specimens after fracture in the uniform deformation bulk regions (1.5 mm from fracture) and 

necking region adjacent to the fracture surface. Schmid factor analysis was then calculated by 

the EBSD software using basal {0001} and prismatic {1 1̄00} slip of a-type (b=⟨112̄ 0⟩) 

dislocations, as those are the dominant slip systems in Ti6443. For comparison, the area of low 

Figure 5.17: Decomposition of the yield stress increment into grain size and solid solution 

strengthening components by Hall-Petch and experimental models. 
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(SF<0.3), medium (0.3≤SF<0.4), and high (0.4≤SF≤0.5) Schmid factor for each slip system 

was calculated. The ratio of prismatic area (Fig 5.19) to basal area (Fig. 5.20) was calculated 

for each Schmid factor bin (Fig. 5.21). In the uniform deformation bulk regions, the as-printed 

texture is retained. The dominance of prismatic area in the medium Schmid factor bin but basal 

area in the high Schmid factor bin is attributed to this texture. There were no significant trends 

in the uniform deformation region. 

 In the necking region, deformation is sufficient for grains to reorient slightly such that 

dominant slip systems have higher Schmid factors. With no added TiC, Ti64 experiencing 

necking shows preferred deformation along the prismatic slip system. Microvoids near the 

fracture surface can also be observed in prismatic slip areas (Fig. 5.19d), indicating that is 

where plastic deformation is higher. With the addition of carbon, reorientation towards 

prismatic slip is reduced. With 0.5% TiC, there is still a slight reorientation of grains, as 

evidenced by the trend in Schmid factor area ratio (Fig. 5.21b), but it is significantly reduced 

from the 0% TiC condition. The 1% TiC sample fractured almost immediately after the onset 

of necking (Fig. 5.19f), so there was insufficient plasticity to induce grain reorientation. 

Therefore 1% TiC shows no preference towards prismatic slip at the fracture surface. 

It has been suggested that prismatic slip is more strongly pinned by interstitial atoms 

than basal slip157,162,191. Furthermore, prismatic slip through an interstitial site has been shown 

to induce a preferential slip plane162. Planar dislocation slip causes dislocation pileup, which 

may lead to crack or microvoid initiation, reducing ductility. Therefore, it is proposed that the 

addition of dissolved carbon is able to improve both strength and ductility by suppressing 

prismatic slip. 

 

  

Figure 5.18: Calculated strain hardening rates of representative tensile tests. 
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Figure 5.19: Build plane false-color prismatic 

Schmid factor mapping with image quality 

overlay with a, d) 0%, b, e) 0.5%, and c, f) 1% 

TiC addition. a-c) the homogeneous 

deformation region. d-f) the necking region. 

Figure 5.20: Build plane false-color basal 

Schmid factor mapping with image quality 

overlay with a, d) 0%, b, e) 0.5%, and c, f) 1% 

TiC addition. a-c) the homogeneous 

deformation region. d-f) the necking region. 
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5.4 Conclusions 
 Ti64 was processed with small amounts of TiC using L-PBF to create carbon solid 

solutions with excellent mechanical properties. Appropriate post-processing conditions were 

determined for the optimization of mechanical performance. Carbon addition was found to be 

an effective method for safe, low-cost improvement of L-PBF Ti64’s mechanical properties. 

The nature of carbon’s improvement of a Ti64 matrix was successfully determined. Through 

microstructural characterization and mechanical testing, the following conclusions were 

obtained: 

 Dissolving 0.75 wt.% TiC into Ti64 using  L-PBF yields a solid solution that is stable 

for at least 1 h at 1100°C or 24 h at 700°C, but the TiC will precipitate out during hot 

extrusion. 

 Suitable heat treatments for this material are 1 h at 500°C for high strength and 3 h at 

700°C for a good balance of strength and ductility. 

 Dissolved carbon refines the martensitic grain size but promotes grain fusion during 

heat treatment. 

 With 1 h at 500°C heat treatment, high strengths of up to 1490 MPa could be achieved 

through 1% TiC addition. 

 With 3 h at 700°C heat treatment, carbon can increase both the strength and ductility of 

Ti64 when up to 0.5 wt.% is added. 

 The improvements in strength are attributed to solid solution strengthening and slight 

grain refinement. 

 The improvements to ductility are explained by carbon’s preferential pinning of 

prismatic dislocation slip, which then inhibits necking. 

  

Figure 5.21: Prismatic to basal area fraction ratios for each Schmid factor range for a) the 

homogeneous deformation region and b) the necking region. 
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Chapter 6: 

Processing, Texture, and Carbon in L-PBF Ti-10Mo  
 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1 Experimental Overview 
 This chapter investigates the development of optimal processing parameters for L-PBF 

titanium with 10 wt.% molybdenum (Ti-10Mo) as well as the impact of TiC addition. As 

discussed in §2.1.4, Ti-10Mo has a much higher β-phase stability than either CP-Ti or Ti64. It 

also differs from the previous two systems because Ti-10Mo is not a mass-produced alloy. 

Instead, it can be produced in-situ from a mixture of CP-Ti powder with pure Mo powder. As 

a bespoke alloy, it does not have commercially optimized process parameters. The first part of 

this chapter details the optimization of print parameters and post-processing of Ti-10Mo for 

excellent homogeneity and mechanical properties. Once the process conditions are fixed, the 

second part of this chapter shows the impact of a carbon solid solution on this alloy. 

 

6.2 Process Optimization  
6.2.1 Print Parameter Observation and Texture Mapping 

While any number of print parameters could be investigated, it was desirable to keep 

most parameters constant due to the specifications of the printer itself. Laser speed v and VED 

were chosen as the parameters of interest due to their large range of printable values, excellent 

documentation in the literature, and significant effect on melt pool behavior, microstructure, 

and mechanical properties. 

An array of 10×10×10 mm cubes was printed using scan speeds of 500, 800, 1000, 

1500, 2000, and 2500 mm/s and VEDs of 50, 70, 90, 110, 130, and 150 J/mm3. No cubes were 

printed at scan speeds of 500 or 2500 mm/s for VEDs of 50 and 70 J/mm3 due to the low print 
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quality. All cubes were cut in half along the build planes and lightly polished on the build plane 

before undergoing XRD using Cu Kα radiation. Representative samples and extreme cases were 

imaged by EBSD. For comparison, a 0.5×1 mm IPF image was taken of the build plane of each 

sample at a 2 μm resolution. The multiples of uniform distribution (MUD) texture value was 

calculated by the EBSD analysis software using a harmonic series expansion with 5.0° gaussian 

smoothing.  

 EBSD revealed that Ti-10Mo displays three different as-printed microstructures under 

the parameters studied (Fig. 6.1). EBSD of samples that characterize the oriented, semi-

oriented, and misoriented microstructures are shown in Fig. 6.2. These microstructures can be 

most readily quantified by the maximum MUD texture value T of the 0.5×1 mm build plane 

image. The observed samples and resulting microstructure are listed in Table 6.1. Oriented 

samples (Fig. 6.2a) had large, columnar grains and a strong texture of T ≥ 5 times uniform 

distribution. The grains had dimensions of 20 μm in the build plane and a height in the build 

direction on the order of 50-500 μm. The grains showed a significant {100} texture in the build 

plane, which is typical for columnar growth of β-Ti118,197. This microstructure was observed 

when scan speed was less than 1500 mm/s and VED was at least 90 J/mm3.  

Misoriented samples (Fig. 6.2c) were defined by T ≤ 3 times uniform distribution. 

While the grains showed no texture, they were also not equiaxed, as they were approximately 

20 μm tall in the build direction, but 2-10 μm wide in the build plane. A large fraction of the 

misoriented samples, shown as black regions, could not be indexed, which preventing rigorous 

measurement of the grain size. These regions are caused by nanoscale α′′ and ω grains 

disrupting the diffraction pattern72,74,75. The misoriented microstructure was observed when 

scan speed was at least 1500 mm/s or VED was less than 90 J/mm3, and no significant variation 

was found across the misoriented samples. The intermediate, semi-oriented microstructure had 

a texture of between 3- and 5-times uniform distribution (Fig. 6.2b). This microstructure had 

grain sizes closer to the misoriented cases but retained the preferential {100} texture of the 

oriented microstructure.  

Figure 6.1: Schematic of three classifications of microstructures: a) oriented, b) semi-oriented, and 

c) misoriented. 
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Table 6.1: Interstitial composition. 
VED 

[J/mm3] 

Scan speed 

[mm/s] 

Texture T 

[MUD] 

𝐼
{ } Microstructure 

50 800 2.145 0.38 Misoriented 

50 2000 1.282 0.162 Misoriented 

70 1500 1.687 0.304 Misoriented 

90 500 4.951 0.946 Semi-oriented 

90 800 6.480 1.360 Oriented 

90 2000 1.709 0.389 Misoriented 

90 2500 1.660 0.261 Misoriented 

110 500 9.308 1.326 Oriented 

110 1000 8.750 1.248 Oriented 

110 1500 4.000 0.597 Semi-oriented 

130 500 23.371 2.256 Oriented 

130 1500 4.248 0.566 Semi-oriented 

130 2500 2.214 0.328 Misoriented 

150 500 30.715 2.748 Oriented 

150 1000 15.151 1.348 Oriented 

150 1500 2.076 0.267 Misoriented 

150 2500 2.304 0.349 Misoriented 

 

Figure 6.2: Representative EBSD of the three characteristic microstructures. 
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 XRD results were found to correlate very well with the texture value from EBSD. As 

the oriented texture was {100} in the build direction, the relative intensity of the {200} XRD 

peak from scanning the build plane can be used to determine the microstructure (Fig. 6.3a). 

The relative intensity 𝐼
{ }  is defined as the absolute intensity of the {200} peak 𝐼{ } 

normalized by the average β-phase peak intensity 𝐼 ̅ 198: 

 
𝑰𝐫𝐞𝐥

{𝟐𝟎𝟎}
=

𝑰{𝟐𝟎𝟎}

𝑰𝛃

 
(6.1) 

In some samples, such as the representative semi-oriented and misoriented patterns shown in 

Fig. 6.3a, α peaks are visible from the large fraction of α′′ martensite. While it is difficult to 

deconvolute the overlapping {110}β and {002}α′′ peaks, the crystallography of the βα′′ 

transition occurs such that all {002}α′′ planes are transformed {110}β planes, so texture is 

effectively preserved74. The peaks from α′′ martensite were determined not to have a significant 

effect on relative intensity. The value of 𝐼{ } was found to correlate directly with T (Fig. 6.3b). 

The semi-oriented data points fall between 𝐼
{ }  values of 0.5 and 1. The microstructure 

transition itself is not discrete and therefore cannot be strictly defined, however, these values 

can be used as approximate threshold values for the microstructure transition.  

 The 𝐼{ } value from all printed samples can be interpolated to create a continuous map 

of sample microstructure (Fig. 6.4a). Linearly interpreting 𝐼{ } over VED and scan speed 

creates a manifold of estimated 𝐼{ } values. Contours were then drawn on the manifold at the 

threshold 𝐼{ } values of 0.5 and 1 (Fig. 6.4b). These contours were then projected onto a 

single plane, sectioning the design space into three regions based on predicted microstructure 

(Fig. 6.4c). The resulting map shows two types of OMT. The thermal VED transition occurs 

between VEDs of 90 and 70 J/mm3. The second transition is dependent on scan speed, or linear 

energy density (LED). While it consistently begins at a laser speed of approximately 1200 

mm/s (LED = 0.133 J/mm), the microstructure becomes fully misoriented at different speeds 

Figure 6.3: XRD peak definition and EBSD-XRD correlation. 
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depending on VED, ranging from 1400 mm/s (LED = 0.114 J/mm) at a VED of 150 J/mm3 to 

1700 mm/s (LED = 0.094 J/mm) at a VED of 90 J/mm3.  

 

6.2.2 Single-track Scans 

 To better understand how varying laser speed affects microstructure, in-situ single track 

“bead-on-plate” type experiments were performed using scan speeds of 500, 800, 1000, 1500, 

and 2000 mm/s. For each speed, two experiments were formed. In the “cold” case, single laser 

passes were run on a room temperature billet of Ti-10Mo produced by SPS. In the “in-situ” 

case, a block with a rectangular base of 5×10 mm and a height of 3 mm was printed using a 

VED of 130 J/mm3. Single laser tracks spaced 2 mm apart were then immediately performed 

at the top of each block at the end of the L-PBF process (Fig. 6.5). These single laser tracks 

were angled at 45° to the chessboard pattern to increase contrast. Cross sections taken near the 

center of these weld tracks were polished then imaged by EBSD and EDS.  

Figure 6.4: Development of an OMT map. a-b) Intermediate steps of map development. c) The OMT 

map. 

Figure 6.5: Schematic of the in-situ single-track experiment geometry. 
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 Cross sections of the bead-on-plate experiments performed on the cold SPS billet 

showed high penetration and excellent homogenization. Combined IQ-IPF maps of the β-phase 

clearly show the profile of the melt pool through dark, low-IQ regions (Fig. 6.6). These low-

IQ regions are full of α′′ martensite and ω precipitates, as discussed in §6.2.1. The β-phase 

microstructure is still visible through the low-IQ regions and shows horizontal grain growth 

from border grains to a clear centerline across all conditions. Furthermore, a heat-affected zone 

(HAZ) is visible as a slightly darker area surrounding the main melt pool that has less of the 

white α-phase. The full dimensions including the surface width WS, the width of the melt pool 

at 50% of the penetration depth W50, and the width of the heat affected zone at 50% of the 

penetration depth WHAZ are listed in Table 6.2. Notably, while W50 stays relatively constant 

around 60 μm across all scan speeds, the surface width and penetration depth decrease with 

increasing scan speed. This is most notable between 1000 mm/s and 1500mm/s, where the 

cross-section geometry switches from a keyhole profile to a conduction profile. EDS shows 

Table 6.2: Cold SPS single track dimensions. 

Scan speed 

[mm/s] 

WS 

[μm] 

W50 

[μm] 

WHAZ 

[μm] 

Penetration 

depth [μm] 

500 153 60 137 357 

800 116 61 125 257 

1000 103 50 114 218 

1500 67 66 91 125 

2000 61 59 103 

 

88 

Figure 6.6: EBSD maps of weld pool cross sections on a cold SPS substrate. Contrast is IQ and IPF 

of the β-phase. 
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excellent homogeneity across all scan speeds (Fig. 6.7). The molybdenum content in the melt 

pool is significantly more homogeneous than in the bulk.  

The in-situ single-track laser passes were performed on blocks printed using the same 

scan speed and a VED of 130 J/mm3. The melt pool width, overlap between adjacent tracks at 

a VED of 130 J/mm3, and melt pool penetration from the estimated top of the powder layer are 

shown in Fig. 6.8 and listed in Table 6.3. The pure titanium powder has a nominal density of 

50% fully dense and the layer thickness is 20 μm, so the powder layer height was estimated as 

40 μm above the edge of the melt pool. While melt pool width decreases with increasing scan 

speed, the hatch spacing required to keep VED constant leads to an increase in overlap 

percentage. As before, the most notable feature is a change in weld pool morphology between 

Table 6.3: In-situ single track dimensions. 

Scan speed 

[mm/s] 

Width 

[μm] 

Overlap 

[%] 

Penetration 

[μm] 

500 177 30 174 

800 155 50 150 

1000 137 55 139 

1500 102 60 70 

2000 81 62 57 

 

Figure 6.7: EDS maps of Mo concentration of weld pool cross sections on a cold SPS substrate. 

Figure 6.8: Diagram of measured melt pool dimensions. 
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1000 mm/s and 1500 mm/s. The penetration depth decreases drastically from 139 μm to 70 μm. 

This can again be attributed to the transition from a keyhole to a conduction type profile, as 

clearly seen in the cold case. The in-situ tracks were wider and shallower than the cold tracks 

of the same scan speed because of the 40 μm layer of powder on top. This layer densifies during 

melting, leading to greater lateral conduction of heat and wider tracks. Absorptivity also 

changes with powder addition, decreasing penetration depth.  

EDS shows a significant decrease in Mo homogeneity with increasing scan speed (Fig. 

6.9). The decrease in homogeneity is attributed to poor mixing in the liquid phase due to small, 

fast melt pools. No inhomogeneity due to solute trapping could be observed at this length scale. 

At faster scan speeds, incompletely melted Mo particles can be observed (Fig. 6.9d). The 

density of these particles increases steadily between 500 mm/s and 2000 mm/s, indicating less 

melting and homogenization. These particles can serve as randomly oriented nucleation sites 

for β-phase grains but occur at low enough density that they are unlikely to be the main driving 

factor of the OMT. 

The solidification behavior of the melt pool can be seen by EBSD imaging (Fig. 6.10). 

Much of the weld pool is obscured by the precipitate-rich black regions. From the swirling 

patterns of these regions shown in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.6, it can be concluded that they are 

artifacts of melt pool flow during solidification. These show the melt pool boundary of the 

single-track scan as well as prior melt pool boundaries in the bulk. The boundaries are 

confirmed by the BSE/EDS images. The single-track melt pools show two regions: an epitaxial 

growth zone at the base, and an equiaxed grain zone at the top129.  

Grains in the epitaxial growth region have a high vertical aspect ratio and are shown to 

be continuous with the unmelted grains bordering the melt pool. These boundary grains can 

serve as initiation sites for solidification and extend coherently into the melt pool during 

solidification. At faster scan speeds, some of the high aspect ratio grains in this region do not 

share their orientation with any bordering grains because the nucleation rate is fast enough to 

compete with purely epitaxial growth. Additionally, the width of epitaxial grains decreases at 

faster scan speeds, likely due to the solute trapping effect and increased nucleation. 

Figure 6.9: EDS maps of Mo concentration of weld pool cross sections from the in-situ single-tracks. 
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The tops of the melt pools have small, randomly oriented grains, indicating an equiaxed 

grain zone132. Epitaxial solidification occurs vertically upwards, so the top of the melt solidifies 

last. This allows for a greater degree of undercooling of the melt at the top, which increases the 

nucleation rate of new grains. When the nucleation rate exceeds a critical value, new nuclei 

outcompete epitaxial grain growth, and a CET occurs126. The equiaxed region increases in size 

with increasing scan speed due to a faster interface velocity promoting the CET127.The 

equiaxed region of the top bulk layer is visible as small, randomly oriented grains that can be 

observed at scan speeds of 1000 mm/s to 2000 mm/s (Fig. 6.10f).  

The orientation of grains in the epitaxial growth region and the bulk are governed by 

penetration depth. In the cases with deep keyhole profiles, the equiaxed layer is either small or 

nonexistent. Therefore, any equiaxed grains are fully remelted during the printing of every 

subsequent layer. The melt pool border is entirely composed of epitaxially grown grains of the 

previous layer. This allows for the coherent vertical extension of grains across multiple print 

layers, leading to a columnar, oriented microstructure. At the fast scan speed of 2000 mm/s, 

the penetration depth is small, and the equiaxed region is large. This leads to randomly oriented 

melt pool border grains, which in turn yields a misoriented epitaxial growth region. In the bulk, 

this can be seen to yield grains with heights of 20 μm, or one layer of thickness. In the 1500 

mm/s case, the penetration depth is on the order of two layers, indicating that both epitaxially 

grown and equiaxed grains will border the melt pool, and the epitaxial region will have a weak 

orientation. This mixed-mode behavior creates the semi-oriented microstructure with grain 

heights ranging from 1-5 print layers (Fig. 6.10g). 

 

Figure 6.10: EBSD maps of weld pool cross sections from the in-situ single-tracks. Contrast is IQ 

and build plane IPF. 
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6.3 Ti-10Mo Mechanical Properties and Mechanisms  
6.3.1 As-Printed Microstructures of the Three Textures 

 While the texture of the as-printed microstructures has been well documented, further 

characterization must be done to fully understand their mechanical behavior. To compare 

mechanical properties, VED was held constant in order to keep the in-situ thermal history as 

consistent as possible. A high VED of 130 J/mm3 was used to improve the homogeneity of Mo 

across all samples. The varied print parameters are listed in Table 6.4. 

All three microstructures show large β grains on the order of 10-100 μm under EBSD, 

not counting the low image quality regions that were unable to be reliably indexed by EBSD 

Table 6.4: Print parameters. 

Scan speed [mm/s] Hatch width [μm] Expected texture 

500 123 Oriented 

1500 41 Semi-oriented 

2000 31 Misoriented 

Figure 6.11: EBSD of the three microstructures achieved in this study with a pole figure of the {001} 

planes inlayed to show texture. Combined IQ-IPF maps are used to show the low IQ regions in black. 

a-c) Build plane cross-section, d-f) vertical plane cross section. 
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(Fig. 6.11). Again, the oriented microstructure showed a strong {001}β texture in the build 

direction, as well as a weak {001}β texture in the scan directions. The grains were columnar 

with a high aspect ratio, so to quantify grain size, the average diameter of a build plane cross 

section as well as the build direction height were measured. The oriented grains had an average 

build plane diameter of 38 μm and an average height of 68 μm. The semi-oriented 

microstructure showed a weak {001}β texture in the build direction and no significant scan 

direction texture. The grains were still columnar, although slightly smaller than the grains in 

the oriented microstructure. The semi-oriented grains had an average build plane diameter of 

27 μm and an average height of 40 μm. As expected, the misoriented microstructure had no 

discernable texture. It also had the smallest and most equiaxed grains, with an average build 

plane diameter of 17 μm and an average height of 25 μm.  

 The nature of the low IQ EBSD regions was revealed by TEM (Fig. 6.12). While EBSD 

showed all three microstructures as being entirely β-phase, TEM of the as-printed oriented 

microstructure showed a high density of nanoprecipitates of other phases. Ti-10Mo is prone to 

the precipitation of both α′′-phase martensite and ω-phase at elevated temperatures74,110. Both 

these phases are observed by TEM. SAD of the β-phase showed a diffraction pattern consistent 

with ω-phase precipitation (Fig. 6.12c). Dark field imaging using the ω-phase peaks shows it 

occurs as nanoprecipitates on the order of a few nanometers. The α′′-phase martensite was 

identifiable by the SAD pattern. The pattern is identifiable as α′′-phase rather than α-phase 

because the [001] peak is not completely forbidden by destructive interference, despite a low 

intensity. The α′′-phase martensite occurs as high aspect ratio laths with sizes on the order of 

100 nm to 1 μm (Fig. 6.12d). The morphology of the ω and α′′ nanoprecipitates is consistent 

with reported microstructures199. 

 The semi-oriented and misoriented samples can also be assumed to have α′′-phase 

martensite and ω-phase precipitates. The laser scan speed varied between each of the three print 

conditions, affecting the melt pool solidification behavior and texture. However, volumetric 

energy density and layer thickness were kept constant across all three print conditions. 

Therefore, the heat flow was kept relatively constant and the thermal history of each point after 

the initial solidification should not have changed significantly between print conditions. 

Because the thermal conditions for precipitation of α′′-phase martensite and ω-phase were met 

in the oriented sample, they should also have been met in the semi-oriented and misoriented 

samples. The presence of α′′-phase martensite and ω-phase in all cases is further evidenced by 

the consistent presence of low IQ regions across the EBSD of all three samples. 
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Figure 6.12: TEM of the as-printed oriented microstructure. a) STEM at 20kx magnification, b) 

STEM at 40kx magnification, c) dark field imaging showing ω-phase nanoparticles, d) dark field 

imaging showing α’’ laths. 
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6.3.2 Heat Treatment Optimization of the Oriented Microstructure 

Samples of the oriented condition were heat treated under the set of heat treatments 

listed in Table 6.5. The last condition (HT2X) was duplex aged, first treated for 8 h at 500°C, 

then furnace cooled to room temperature, then treated again for 3 h at 700°C. Tensile testing 

was performed on the as-printed material as well as all heat treatment conditions. 

  The heat treatments can be divided into three categories based on their mechanical 

performance (Fig. 6.13). The ultra-brittle category included the as-printed (AP) condition as 

well as HT500-1. This category is characterized by samples that fractured at the shoulders of 

the tensile dogbones rather than on the gauge, leading to poor and unreliable measured 

properties. The brittle category included HT900-0.5, HT900-2, and HT500-8. These conditions 

had high yield strengths above 1100 MPa, but negligible ductility. Only two conditions, 

HT700-3 and HT2X, showed any plasticity, making them the ductile category. HT2X and 

HT700-3 had similar yield strengths of 828 ± 11 MPa and 837 ± 11 MPa respectively. HT2X 

Table 6.5: Heat treatment conditions. 

Name Holding 

temperature [°C] 

Holding time 

[h] 

Cooling 

method 

Approx. cooling 

rate [°C/s] 

HT500-1 500 1 Furnace Cool 0.1 

HT500-8 500 8 Furnace Cool 0.1 

HT700-3 700 3 Furnace Cool 0.1 

HT900-0.5 900 0.5 Air Quench 10 

HT900-2 900 2 Air Quench 10 

HT2X 500, 700 8, 3 Furnace Cool 0.1 

 

Figure 6.13: Mechanical properties of the oriented microstructure after various heat treatments. a) 

Characteristic stress-strain curves, b) average mechanical properties.  
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showed a slightly higher average ductility of 16.5 ± 1.6% compared to 14.3 ± 0.4% in HT700-

3. This improvement to ductility was considered marginal for the additional 8 hours of heat 

treatment, so HT700-3 was selected as the heat treatment for further comparison of all three 

microstructures.  

 To understand why the solution treated samples showed such low ductility, HT900-2 

was examined by EBSD and TEM. EBSD shows a microstructure similar to the as-printed 

microstructure, although with slightly larger and more rounded grains due to grain growth (Fig. 

6.14)200. While the whole image showed a lower average IQ, the localized low-IQ regions were 

dissipated by this heat treatment. TEM shows that the uniformly reduced IQ is from a high 

density of α′′-phase martensite laths (Fig. 6.15a) and an almost complete saturation of the β 

matrix with ω-phase precipitates (Fig. 6.15b). The brittle mechanical performance is concluded 

to be from the high density of ω-phase precipitates76.  

Figure 6.14: The EBSD microstructure of condition HT900-2.  IQ-IPF of the a) build and b) vertical 

planes. 
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 TEM of the HT700-3 condition shows it to have a duplex α-β microstructure (Fig. 6.16). 

STEM shows a β-phase matrix (dark), with a single large, vertical α grain as well as several 

diagonal α grains. The vertical grain is grain boundary nucleated α-phase (αGB), while the 

diagonal α grains occur at angles consistent with martensite, suggesting they grow from the α′′ 

precipitates57. These martensite-nucleated α grains (αM) have a high aspect ratio with a constant 

width of around 200 nm.  

 TEM-EDS shows strong Mo segregation into the β phase (Fig. 6.16d-g). Mo content is 

22% in the β-phase matrix and less than 1% in both grain boundary and matrix α-phase. At 

700°C, the equilibrium Mo content is 17.8% in the β-phase and 0.8% in the α-phase (Fig. 6.17). 

The measured Mo content in the β-phase is higher than the 700°C equilibrium concentration 

because the equilibrium concentration increases during furnace cooling. No significant 

accumulation or depletion of Mo near the grain interfaces was observed. The high Mo content  

of the β-phase has a stabilizing effect, suppressing the formation of α′′-phase martensite and ω-

phase precipitates during cooling. SAD of the β-phase matrix shows ω-phase peaks, but they 

are significantly weaker in intensity than the as-printed or HT900-2 cases (Fig. 6.16c). 

  

Figure 6.15: TEM of condition HT900-2. a) 20,000x magnification STEM showing precipitated α’’ 

lathes. b) Dark field showing a high density of ω-phase nanoprecipitates. 
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Figure 6.16: The microstructure of the oriented microstructure heat treated for 3 h at 700°C. a) 

STEM at 40kx magnification. SAD of b) grain boundary α-phase and c) β phase. EDS imaging of 

d) the Ti-K peak and e) Mo-L peak. EDS line scan f) STEM location, g) Mo content.  
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 While α′′-phase martensite formation was suppressed in the high Mo content β-phase, 

lower Mo content regions showed evidence of α′′-phase formation (Fig. 6.18). The α′′-phase 

takes the form of vertical bands, which are marked with arrows. These vertically banded 

regions coincide with areas of lower Mo content (Fig. 6.18b). SAD of these banded regions 

identifies them as α′′ martensite due to the presence of {001} peaks (Fig. 6.18c). The dark 

bands, shown clearly in Fig. 6.18d, have lengths on the order of 100 nm and extremely narrow 

widths on the order of 1 nm. 

  

Figure 6.17: Calculated phase diagram of the Ti-Mo binary system showing the equilibrium state of 

Ti-10Mo at 700°C. 
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Figure 6.18: Banded regions of the oriented microstructure heat treated for 3 h at 700°C. a) STEM 

at x40k magnification with red arrows pointing out banding regions, b) EDS frequency of the Mo-

L peak. Closer inspection of the banded region was done using c) SAD, d) high-magnification 

STEM, and e) dark field imaging. 
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6.3.3 Heat Treated Microstructures with Three Textures 

 The HT700-3 heat treatment (3 h at 700°C then furnace cooled) was applied to all three 

microstructures. Texture analysis of a 400 μm by 600 μm region shows how heat treatment 

affects the as-printed texture (Fig. 6.19a-c). The texture of the β-phase after heat treatment is 

identical to the as-printed β-phase texture. The oriented microstructure shows that {110}β and 

Figure 6.19: EBSD of all three microstructures heat treated for 3 h at 700°C. a-c) Large IPF maps 

showing both α and β textures in the pole-figure inlays, d-f) fine IPF maps showing  the 

microstructure, with grain boundary α labeled with a black arrow, g-i) phase distribution of α and β 

phases, with {110}
β
-{0001}

α
 interfaces highlighted in red. 
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{0001}α planes align during the βα transition (Fig. 6.19a). However, the transition is not 

equal across {110}β planes. The {0001}α texture shows a strong texture that is perpendicular 

to the build direction. The anisotropy of the transition can be attributed to high aspect ratio 

parent-β grains as well as residual stress relief favoring transitions along the build plane. 

 In the semi-oriented and misoriented cases, the preference for {0001}α facets in the 

build plane continues, although more weakly (Fig. 6.19b-c). In the semi-oriented case, the pole 

figures for {110}β and {0001}α show peaks in the same locations, but the {0001}α peaks in 

horizontal directions are stronger than those out-of-plane. In the misoriented case, there is no 

distinct {110}β texture. However, there is still a weak trend towards {0001}α in the horizontal 

build plane and a clear lack of {0001}α facets in the build direction. 

 Higher resolution imaging shows three distinct classes of α-phase grains (Fig. 6.19d-f). 

Due to the fine nature of the microstructure, EBSD does not show the β matrix clearly (Fig. 

6.19g-i). However, the nature of the α-phase grains is distinguishable through their morphology 

and location. The previously identified αGB is marked with black arrows. The αG grains have a 

high aspect ratio and a curved shape that follows the interface between two parent-β grains. 

Recrystallized α (αRX) is marked with white arrows and has a pearlite-type microstructure with 

interspaced β-phase. The remaining α-phase is αM, which occurs at sets of parallel lamellae 

within the matrix of single parent-β grain. 

The texture of the parent-β grains is well preserved by the α-phase because most α 

grains are aligned with an adjacent β grain through a {110}β-{0001}α interface. The αM grains 

show exclusively {110}β-{0001}α interfaces, which is consistent with martensite formation 

within a single parent-β grain31. The αGB grains consistently show only partial {110}β-{0001}α 

interfaces due to bordering multiple β grains with different orientations (Fig. 6.19g-i). The 

orientation mismatch is particularly strong in the misoriented case, where adjacent parent-β 

grains have completely independent orientations. However, the αGB grains always have at least 

one {110}β-{0001}α interface, indicating they still preserve texture. The recrystallized αRX 

regions show no evidence of preserving the as-printed texture, decreasing in the texture of the 

heat-treated material. Although the density of αRX was unable to be reliably quantified by 

EBSD, the αRX appears to occur with higher frequency in the misoriented phase, where the 

texture is already low. It was concluded that the quantity of αRX is insufficient to affect overall 

texture trends. 

 

6.3.4 Mechanical Testing of Three Textures 

 Mechanical testing was performed in tension in the transverse direction as well as in 

compression in both the transverse and build directions (Fig. 6.20a). For compression testing, 

cubes with an edge length of approximately 4.5-5 mm were cut from each sample. Sample 
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dimensions were confirmed by micrometer before testing Compression tests were also 

performed on L-PBF CP-Ti heat treated for 3 h at 700°C as a reference comparison.  

Tensile testing in the transverse direction showed that strength and ductility do not vary 

linearly with texture (Fig. 6.20b). Results are summarized in Table 6.6. The yield stress and 

ultimate tensile stress (UTS) had average values within 1 standard deviation of error for the 

oriented and misoriented samples, but higher for the semi-oriented sample. Ductility decreased 

between the oriented and semi-oriented samples but increased to a maximum of 16.5% with 

the misoriented samples. For comparison, cast Ti - 7.5wt.% Mo heat treated to an equivalent 

microstructure is reported to have a tensile yield strength of 700 to 750 MPa and a ductility of 

Table 6.6: Tensile properties. 

Orientation Yield stress [MPa] UTS [MPa] Ductility [%] 

Oriented 837 ± 11 867 ± 9 14.3 ± 0.4 

Semi-oriented 872 ± 6 902 ± 4 12.7 ± 0.5 

Misoriented 847 ± 5 858 ± 3 16.5 ± 0.8 

Figure 6.20: Mechanical performance of all microstructures heat treated for 3 h at 700°C. a) 

Sampling geometries, b-d) stress-strain curves, e-f) average mechanical properties. 
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20%201. L-PBF Ti-10Mo shows higher strength but reduced ductility compared to the cast 

equivalent. 

 Compressive testing showed an unusually low slope in the elastic region (Fig. 6.20c-d). 

In compressive testing, strain could not be verified by DIC. Strain was taken as the machine 

stroke relative to the measured sample height. The Ti-10Mo samples showed extremely low 

effective Young’s moduli of 10-15 GPa, and the reference CP-Ti samples had an effective 

Young’s modulus of 10 GPa. These values are non-physical and likely the result of additional 

machine elasticity that was unaccounted for. 

 The strain hardening rate was calculated as the local derivative of true stress with 

respect to true strain. The steady state strain hardening rate (SSSHR) was taken as the average 

strain hardening rate between 3% and 9% true strain for tensile samples, and 15% and 30% 

true strain for compressive samples. The SSSHR of the compressive samples was unusually 

low due to the strain measurement technique, but this does not affect the relative values of the 

SSSHR because all samples were the same size202. 

 Unusually, the SSSHR decreases in isotropy with decreasing texture (Fig. 6.20f). In the 

oriented microstructure, the SSSHR was similar in both directions. With decreasing texture, 

the compressive SSSHR decreased in the transverse direction and increased slightly in the build 

direction. The anisotropy of compressive SSSHR in the misoriented case can be explained by 

the texture of the α-phase. Across all three microstructures, the α-phase has a {0001}α texture 

in the transverse direction. The α-phase texture leads to an anisotropic component of work 

hardening in which the compressive SSSHR is higher in the build direction than the transverse 

direction. In the misoriented sample, α-phase texture is the primary source of microstructural 

anisotropy. The isotropy of SSSHR in the oriented case cannot yet be explained and will be 

discussed in the next section. 

 

6.3.5 Deformation Mechanics 

TEM of an oriented sample from near the fracture surface shows the active deformation 

mechanisms (Fig. 6.21). The duplex α-β microstructure is still visible, but the αM laths have 

experienced moderate plastic deformation. Closer inspection shows a pileup of defects such as 

dislocations and nanovoids in the β matrix at α-β interfaces (Fig. 6.21b). The location of pileups 

in the β-phase indicates that under tension, the bulk of plastic deformation as well as void 

initiation occurs in the softer β phase.  

The localization of deformation in the β-phase is consistent with yield stress 

performance. The yield stress and yield stress isotropy increased with decreasing texture, which 

correlates strongly with the β-phase microstructure (Fig. 6.20e). The increase in yield stress 

can be attributed to the decreasing size of parent-β grains over the OMT, and the increase in 

yield stress isotropy can be attributed to the misorientation of β grains. The β-phase governance 
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of yield stress is because the β-phase is softer than the α-phase and therefore yields 

preferentially. Preferential yielding of the β-phase is supported by the deformed structure seen 

in Fig. 6.21, with defect accumulation in the β-phase near the α interfaces. 

By performing EBSD analysis at different stages of the tensile deformation process, 

further effects of texture on deformation mechanisms can be determined. EBSD was performed 

on tensile sample after fracture on the build plane in three locations: the undeformed region 

outside the shoulders, the uniform deformation region of the gauge 1.5 to 2 mm from the 

fracture surface, and in the necking region at the fracture surface (Fig. 6.22).  

 Dislocation motion behavior was summarized by plotting the Schmid factor (SF) of 

each major slip system. For the α-phase, the basal {0001}, prismatic {101̄0}, and first order 

pyramidal {101̄1} slip systems of a-type (b=⟨112̄ 0⟩) dislocations were considered36. For the 

β-phase, only the cubic close packed {110} slip system for ⟨11̄1⟩ dislocations is shown. For 

each slip system, the fraction of points in the respective phase with a Schmid factor of at least 

0.45 was calculated and plotted in Fig. 6.22. 

  

Figure 6.21: TEM of the oriented sample near the tensile fracture surface. 
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Figure 6.22: EBSD of the build plane of tensile samples using a combined IQ-IPF contrast. Fraction 

of high Schmid factor points and IPF texture plots in the tensile direction are shown alongside each 

image. 
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For all three initial microstructures, the fraction of points with a high pyramidal Schmid 

factor increases significantly with increasing deformation (Fig. 6.23). The change in Schmid 

factor frequency is due to the rotation of grains and subgrains203–205. The increase in 

orientations which readily pyramidal slip indicates that the pyramidal slip system is dominant 

for tensile deformation of the α-phase. The α-phase has been shown to have a very low Mo 

content, so pyramidal slip is consistent with the reported deformation behavior of pure Ti206. 

The fraction of points with a high prismatic Schmid factor also increases slightly with 

increasing deformation, indicating it is a secondary slip system. The fraction of points with a 

high basal Schmid factor decreases with increasing deformation, so the basal slip system can 

be considered inactive. The cubic close packed slip system has a large fraction of high Schmid 

factor points in the undeformed region of all three textures due to its high symmetry, so no 

noticeable changes due to grain rotation were observed. 

Pole figure texture mapping along the tensile direction shows how orientation shifts 

during deformation from the original texture to a preferential deformation texture. In the α-

phase, {101̄0}α-adjacent and {0001}α textures develop in the tensile direction. Applying a 

uniaxial tensile stress at normal to either {101̄0}α or {0001}α planes yields a pyramidal Schmid 

factor of 0.408, given a c/a ratio of 1.56. The c/a ratio was calculated using Bragg’s law from 

the XRD results in §6.2.1. The {101̄0}α-adjacent peak is slightly offset from {101̄0}α such that 

it is centered at the orientation which would give the maximum Schmid factor of 0.5. No offset 

from the {0001}α peak is visible. IPF mapping of the β-phase shows a direct trend towards a 

{101}β texture in the tensile direction, which correlates well with BCC close-packed slip. 

The texture shift from grain rotation occurs more strongly in the oriented case. While all 

three microstructures shift in the same direction, the trend in maximum texture value of the β-

Figure 6.23: High Schmid factor frequency from undeformed, uniform deformation, and fracture 

regions of the α-phase slip systems: a) basal slip, b) prismatic slip, c) pyramidal slip.  
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phase Tβ remains the same. The deformed misoriented sample remains more isotropic than the 

deformed semi-oriented sample, which is in turn more isotropic than the deformed oriented 

sample. Notably, Tβ in the uniform deformation region of the oriented sample is unusually high 

due to a large colony of αRX taking up most of the image so that only one complete parent-β 

grain was included.  

The increased tendency for grain rotation in oriented case is also visible when observing 

α-phase. The α-phase maximum texture Tα in the undeformed state can increase in the 

transverse direction over the OMT (Fig. 6.22a, d, g). Despite this, Tα in the uniformly deformed 

state has the opposite trend (Fig. 6.22b, e, h). The change in Tα between the undeformed and 

deformed states is from the rotation of α-phase grains toward high pyramidal Schmid factor 

orientations, which occurs more strongly in the more oriented cases.  

The facilitation of grain rotation in the oriented case offers an explanation as to why 

SSSHR isotropy showed an inverse relation with β-phase orientation isotropy (Fig. 6.20f). The 

oriented case shows similar compressive SSSHRs in the transverse and build directions, but 

the build direction SSSHR was clearly higher than the transverse SSSHR in the misoriented 

case. Grain rotation occurs more readily and uniformly in the oriented case, as shown by the 

increase in orientation shift. Because the grains rotate more strongly to preferential deformation 

orientation, the undeformed texture has less of an effect on the steady-state properties for the 

oriented case. In the misoriented case, grain rotation was suppressed, so factors such as α-phase 

texture led to a discrepancy between the transverse and build direction SSSHR. 

A crack was found 200 μm from the fracture surface in the oriented sample which shows 

a potential fracture mechanism (Fig. 6.24). The crack occurs along a parent-β boundary at αGB-

β interfaces, which has been previously reported in duplex titanium alloys207. The crack follows 

these boundaries very closely, deflecting at interface junctions and stopping growth where the 

interface parallel to the tensile direction (Fig. 6.24b). It can be seen that αGB grains delaminate 

from one of the adjacent β grains (Fig. 6.24c). It was shown earlier that all αGB grains had at 

least one {110}β-{0001}α interface, but the αGB grains along the crack exclusively show α-β 

interfaces that are at least 10° away from being {110}β-{0001}α interfaces (Fig. 6.24d). The 

lack of {110}β-{0001}α interfaces after cracking suggests that the crack is preferentially 

propagating along {110}β-{0001}α interfaces between αGB grains and the adjacent β grains. 
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Figure 6.24: EBSD of a crack 200 μm from the fracture surface in the oriented sample. a) IPF + IQ 

map, b) parent β grains, and c) grain boundaries and phases with d) inlay highlighting α
GB

-β 

interfaces. 
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6.4 Varying TiC Content 
6.4.1 Sample Preparation 

 TiC was added to Ti-10Mo mixed powder in quantities of 0.5 and 1 wt.%. Two billets 

were printed at each condition using print conditions for an oriented microstructure, with a 

VED of 130 J/mm3 and a scan speed of 500 mm/s. The oriented condition was selected because 

it was shown in Ti-10Mo to yield the most compositionally homogeneous product. One sample 

was left as-printed while the other underwent the optimized heat treatment of 3 h at 700°C. 

 

6.4.2 Microstructure Observation 

 The addition of TiC does not induce significant changes in the columnar nature of the 

as-printed microstructure. The build plane shows no appreciable change in the {100}β texture 

in the build direction (Fig. 6.25a-c). However, the density of dark, unindexable regions increase 

significantly between 0% and 0.5% TiC. Closer examination of the dark regions as well as the 

β-phase grains shows α′′ laths with widths on the order of 1 μm that were not observed in the 

0% TiC sample (Fig. 6.25d-e). In the 0% TiC sample, α′′ nano-laths could be observed by TEM 

(Fig. 6.12d). The addition of carbon, an α stabilizer, appears to promote the martensitic 

transformation, leading to larger α′′ laths in the as-printed state that could be observed by EBSD. 

Also of note is the presence of TiC particles. Unmelted or partially melted TiC particles are 

again seen suspended in the matrix, but at dilute concentrations indicating that most of the 

carbon has been absorbed into solid solution. This is consistent with the findings in CP-Ti and 

Ti64.  

 Observation of the vertical plane of the as-printed samples shows a slight change in 

build plane texture (Fig. 6.25f-j). While the build direction texture remains the same, the build 

plane texture is more isotropic when TiC is added. This indicates that TiC addition suppresses 

the formation of preferred orientations in the scan direction. Furthermore, the addition of TiC 

leads to a reduction in columnar grain width from 15 μm at 0% TiC to 13 μm at 0.5% TiC to 

10 μm at 1% TiC. The reduction in columnar grain width can be attributed to the solute drag 

effect as well as an increase in nucleation from TiC particles. 

 Observation of the samples heat-treated for 3 h at 700°C shows how the addition of TiC 

yields a significant change in heat-treated microstructure. The microstructure retains the 

characteristic αRX and αM observed in the TiC free case, but αGB is not readily observable (Fig. 

6.26e-f, j-k). The microstructure is bimodal and divided into lamellar αM regions and αRX 

colonies, which were evenly distributed in the vertical plane as well as the build plane. The 

lamellar αM regions have laths on the order of 1 μm. Notably, the αM laths all show a {21̄1̄0} 

texture in the build direction. The αRX colonies are globular with very little residual β-phase. 

The 1% TiC case showed a slightly higher fraction of αRX colonies, likely due to the higher 
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stability of the α-phase from carbon addition. The αRX shows a strong {101̄2} texture in the 

build direction. The geometry of these transformations is shown in Fig. 6.27.  

In the 1% TiC case, there is partial precipitation of TiC at the grain boundaries, 

particularly parent-β boundaries (Fig. 6.26k). While 0.5% TiC is completely soluble in Ti-

10Mo at 700°C, 1% TiC is not and has a calculated equilibrium concentration of 0.7% (Fig. 

6.28). Unlike the Ti64 case, the TiC appears to precipitate out to near-equilibrium 

concentrations.  

 The bimodal microstructure of the heat-treated sample with 0.5% TiC is also observable 

by TEM, which contains αRX regions and αM regions (Fig. 6.29). The lack of apparent αGB can 

be seen in Fig. 6.29b, where a parent-β boundary is observable. The parent-β boundary shows 

the presence of an alternating α-β lath-like structure instead of the large αGB grain observed in 

Figure 6.25: EBSD of as-printed Ti-10Mo with increasing TiC content: a-c) build plane IQ and IPF 

contrast, d-e), build plane IQ and phase contrast, f-h) vertical plane IQ and IPF contrast, i-j), vertical 

plane IQ and phase contrast.  
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the sample without TiC in Fig. 6.16. Observation of the parent-β boundary shows no evidence 

of TiC precipitation, which is consistent with full carbon solubility for 0.5% TiC at 700°C. The 

recrystallized regions are shown to be composed of pearlite-type duplex structures with a 

lamella width of 200-400 μm. SAD patterns show that trace amounts of ω-phase are present in 

the β-phase lamellae (Fig. 6.29d, f). 

Figure 6.26: EBSD of Ti-10Mo heat treated for 3 h at 700°C with increasing TiC content: a-c) build 

plane IQ and IPF contrast, d-f), build plane IQ and phase contrast, g-i) vertical plane IQ and IPF 

contrast, j-k), vertical plane IQ and phase contrast.  
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Figure 6.27: Crystallography of the difference in the α
RX

 and α
M

 transitions. 

Figure 6.28: Calculated phase diagrams of the Ti-Mo-C system. a) Pseudo-binary phase diagram of 

Ti-10Mo and carbon, b) ternary isotherm at 700°C. 
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Figure 6.29: TEM of Ti-10Mo with 0.5% TiC heat treated for 3 h at 700°C. a) 40kx magnification 

of an α
RX

 - α
M

 interface, b) 40kx magnification of a prior-β grain boundary, c) 100kx magnification 

α
RX

, d-f) SAD patterns of α
RX

. 
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6.4.3 Mechanical Testing 

 Tensile testing was performed on transverse direction samples in both the as-printed 

and heat-treated conditions (Fig. 6.30). The results are listed in Table 6.7. The as-printed 

condition has samples that are extremely brittle and was previously noted as a hyper-brittle 

case in §6.3.2. The as-printed 0% TiC sample shows no values in Table 6.7 due to its highly 

brittle nature. Tensile samples of this condition either cracked before testing or failed outside 

of the tensile gauge area, so no valid data was obtained. While all three compositions are brittle, 

the 0.5% TiC case shows a noticeably higher ductility. This can be attributed to carbon 

suppressing formation of the embrittling ω-phase170. As before in the CP-Ti and Ti64 cases, 

increasing the TiC content from 0.5% to 1% reduces ductility. 

 The samples heat treated for 3 h at 700°C show the most unusual dependency of 

mechanical properties on TiC concentration in that there is almost no dependency of 

mechanical properties on TiC concentration (Fig. 6.30b). All three samples showed yield 

strength, ultimate tensile strength, and ductility within 5% of each other. Of the three 

concentrations tested, the case without TiC addition had the highest strength and ductility. The 

Table 6.7: Tensile properties. 

Heat treatment TiC content 

[wt.%] 

Yield stress 

[MPa] 

UTS [MPa] Ductility [%] 

 0 - - - 

As-printed 0.5 1025 ± 29 1122 ± 23 2.3 ± 0.2 

 1 1046 ± 17 1088 ± 16 1.3 ± 0.2 

     

 0 837 ± 11 867 ± 9 14.3 ± 0.4 

3 h at 700°C 0.5 810 ± 3 862 ± 1 12.3 ± 1.7 

 1 824 ± 3 855 ± 5 13.7 ± 0.3 

 

Figure 6.30: Uniaxial tensile testing of Ti-10Mo with added TiC in the a) as-printed and b) heat 

treated for 3 h at 700°C conditions. 
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slightly higher strength can be attributed to unsuppressed ω-phase formation. The resilience of 

the mechanical properties to TiC addition is particularly notable given that the microstructures 

observed in Fig. 6.26 showed a distinct change in microstructure between 0% and 0.5% TiC 

involving the development of αRX colonies and a change in α-phase orientation. Furthermore, 

TiC precipitates formed only at a concentration of 1% TiC but showed no effect on mechanical 

properties. The independence of mechanical properties on the microstructural changes 

highlights the resiliency of bimodal duplex systems. 

 TEM of the area near the fracture surface of the 0.5% TiC case shows the deformation 

distribution in the duplex structure (Fig. 6.31). The αM laths show a moderately wavy 

morphology but retain their high aspect ratio (Fig. 6.31a-b). An αRX colony shows no 

Figure 6.31: TEM of Ti-10Mo with 0.5% TiC heat treated for 3 h at 700°C from near the fracture 

surface. a-b) α
M

 lamellar region, c-d) α
RX

 colony. 
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significant deformation (Fig. 6.31c-d). The high magnification TEM images are inconclusive 

as to the phase distribution of dislocations. The β-phase is the softest phase present, so it would 

naturally be the most deformed and defect-rich.  

 Grain rotation can still be observed after TiC addition (Fig. 6.32). In the undeformed 

state, the addition of TiC increases the texture of both the α-phase and β-phase. After uniform 

deformation, the difference in texture between the different TiC concentrations is less 

significant, a trend which holds until fracture. The 0.5% TiC sample at fracture shows the 

weakest texture due to the low IQ of its highly deformed microstructure. For all three TiC 

concentrations at fracture, the IQ is reduced, particularly in the β-phase. The low IQ of the β-

phase indicates that most deformation occurs in the β-phase, which is consistent with previous 

results.  

When up to 1% TiC is added to Ti-10Mo, the carbon is strongly segregated into the α-

phase. In Ti-10Mo at 700°C equilibrium, the α-phase has only 0.8% Mo, while the β-phase has 

17.8% Mo. When 1% TiC is added, the Mo concentration in the α-phase changes negligibly 

Figure 6.32: EBSD of the build plane of tensile samples using a combined IQ-IPF contrast. IPF 

texture plots in the tensile direction are shown alongside each image for each phase. 
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while increasing to 19.0% in the β-phase due to a lower fraction of β-phase (Fig. 5.28b). The 

lower β-phase fraction is caused by the stabilization of the α-phase by carbon, which 

preferentially occurs in the α-phase at a concentration of 0.2% while only occurring in  the β-

phase in trace amounts.  

Because the addition of TiC causes no significant change to the β-phase composition, 

the deformation mechanics are largely unchanged. Ti-10Mo was shown to deform as a soft β-

phase matrix with harder α-phase laths. When TiC is added, the α-phase laths are hardened by 

the increased carbon content. However, the β-phase remains relatively unchanged, so the 

primary deformation is also unchanged. 

 Grain rotation  of the α-phase supports that deformation mechanics do not change with 

TiC addition (Fig. 6.33). The 1% TiC sample shows a slightly lower fraction of grains oriented 

towards basal and pyramidal slip in the undeformed state due to its local texture. Once 

deformation has occurred, the fraction of grains oriented for each slip system behaves similarly 

at all TiC concentrations. The pyramidal system remains the dominant slip system, particularly 

at fracture (Fig. 6.33c). 

 

 

  

Figure 6.33: High Schmid factor in-phase fraction from undeformed, uniform deformation, and 

fracture regions of the α-phase slip systems: a) basal slip, b) prismatic slip, c) pyramidal slip.  
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6.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, Ti-10Mo was manufactured by L-PBF. The effect of print parameters, 

namely volumetric energy density and laser scan speed, on microstructure were thoroughly 

observed and characterized. Once ideal conditions were found for Ti-10Mo, TiC was added up 

to 1%. The effect of carbon on the microstructure and mechanical properties was also 

characterized. The following conclusions were obtained:    

• An oriented-to-misoriented transition was discovered in Ti-10Mo occurred at low 

volumetric energy densities of 70-90 J/mm3, or high scan speeds of 1200-1700 

mm/s. XRD relative peak intensities were shown to be a rapid and accurate method 

of identifying the OMT and were used to map microstructure over the design space. 

• The scan speed OMT was attributed to the faster solidification interface speed 

increasing equiaxed grain zone size and lower penetration depths inhibiting the 

continuity of grain orientations across build layers. 

• The as-printed and solution treated Ti-10Mo had a high density of ω 

nanoprecipitates and α′′ martensite, leading to extreme brittleness. Heat treating the 

as-printed material for 3 h at 700°C yielded a duplex α+β microstructure with 

significantly improved ductility. 

• Decreasing the orientation of the as-printed microstructure of Ti-10Mo led to higher 

yield stress and yield stress isotropy in the heat-treated material, but strain 

hardening became less isotropic due to the suppression of grain rotation. 

• In tension, plastic deformation of the α-phase occurs via pyramidal dislocation slip, 

and crack propagation in tension is suggested to preferentially occur along the 

{110}β-{0001}α interfaces of grain boundary α. 

• The addition of TiC led to larger α′′ laths in the as-printed condition and a highly 

oriented, bimodal microstructure consisting of a duplex lamellar region and 

recrystallized α-phase colonies after heat treatment. 

• TiC addition led to a slight increase in ductility as-printed but had no significant 

effect on the heat-treated condition. 

 

These results quantify the behavior of Ti-10Mo manufactured by L-PBF. Deformation 

mechanisms and behaviors were also investigated as a reference point for future parameter 

optimization and alloy design. TiC was shown to be an effective additive to Ti-10Mo in the as-

printed condition because it increases ductility. 
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Chapter 7: 

Conclusion 
 

 

 

 

 

 

7.1 Conclusions 
 This dissertation showed the effect of a super-saturated carbon solid solution on the 

microstructural and mechanical properties of titanium and its alloys. The studied materials were 

produced by mechanically mixing feedstock powders, then in-situ alloying during L-PBF. 

Carbon, in the form of TiC, was added to CP-Ti, Ti64, and Ti-10Mo at concentrations of up to 

1 wt.% TiC. In order to properly assess the efficacy of carbon addition on each alloy, the effects 

of L-PBF process parameters as well as post-processing heat treatments were evaluated. 

 Carbon addition to CP-Ti produced the most dramatic results. The addition of the 

minimum amount of TiC, 0.25%, changed the structure of α-phase grains from large, columnar 

grains to fine, martensitic grains. Further addition of TiC refined the martensitic grain size. It 

was shown that through a combination of grain refinement and solid solution strengthening, 

yield stress was doubled from 328 MPa without TiC to 660 MPa with 1% TiC. Remarkably, 

this increment came with no associated loss to ductility. In fact, ductility was highest at a TiC 

concentration of 0.5%. 

 Carbon was also shown to improve the mechanical performance of Ti64, albeit less 

dramatically. The solid solution from 0.75% added TiC was shown to be stable across a wide 

variety of heat treatments, but hot extrusion induced large TiC precipitates that deteriorated 

mechanical properties. Of the heat treatments investigated, 1 h at 500°C was shown to maintain 

superior strength while relieving the residual stresses of L-PBF, and 3 h at 700°C was shown 

to anneal the material such that an excellent balance of strength and ductility could be achieved. 

The addition of carbon unilaterally increased strength across both heat treatments, but only 
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increased ductility in the samples heat treated for 3 h at 700°C at concentrations of up to 0.5%. 

The increase in ductility was attributed to carbon inhibiting prismatic dislocation slip. 

 Ti64 and CP-Ti with added TiC exhibited martensitic grain structures as-printed. In 

both systems, increasing carbon content decreased the martensitic lath size. While carbon 

decreased the initial grain size, it was shown that carbon increases the increment of grain size 

after heat treatment. Unusually, this was shown not to be from increasing the grain interface 

growth rate, but instead by promoting fusion of multiple martensitic laths of the same 

orientation. The replicability of the grain fusion effect across CP-Ti and Ti64 confirms that it 

is caused by increased carbon content, although the mechanisms are not yet fully understood. 

 The Ti-10Mo system was first optimized and understood without TiC. When selecting 

print parameters, an oriented-to-misoriented transition was identified and mapped using a 

correlative XRD function. The OMT occurred between VEDs of 90 to 70 J/mm3 and scan 

speeds of 1200 to 1700 mm/s. The scan speed OMT was determined to be caused by decreasing 

laser penetration and increasing equiaxed grain nucleation at higher solidification velocities. 

Ti-10Mo displayed a large amount of ω-phase precipitation and α′′ martensite both as-printed 

and after multiple different heat treatments, leading to brittle mechanical performance. Heat 

treating for 3 h at 700°C was found to improve mechanical performance by allowing a large 

fraction of α-phase to form. The resulting phase segregation of molybdenum inhibited the 

formation ω-phase precipitates. The effect of the OMT on mechanical properties at a constant 

energy density was determined. Decreasing orientation increased transverse direction ductility 

and build direction yield strength. The isotropy of yield strength increased with decreasing 

orientation, but the isotropy of strain hardening decreased due to smaller grains suppressing 

the grain rotation effect. 

 Heat treated Ti-10Mo was found to be mechanically insensitive to the addition of TiC. 

After a heat treatment of 3 h at 700°C, the yield stress decreased from 837 MPa to 824 MPa, 

and ductility decreased from 14.3% to 13.7%. These changes to mechanical properties are 

remarkably small for the amount of added TiC. The insensitivity of Ti-10Mo to TiC was 

attributed to the phase segregation of carbon into the α-phase and grain boundary precipitates, 

while yield and deformation is governed by the β-phase. Within the β-phase, the slightly 

increased presence of carbon decreased ω-phase precipitation, leading to the decreased yield 

stress after heat treatment. The suppression of the ω-phase can also be seen in the mechanical 

behavior of the as-printed samples, where the sample with 0.5% added TiC had the highest 

ductility.  

 Overall trends show that while carbon is a powerful strengthening agent in CP-Ti, its 

efficacy diminishes with increasing β-phase stability. The addition of 1% TiC increased the 

yield strength of CP-Ti by up to 332 MPa and the yield strength of Ti64 by up to 299 MPa but 

decreased the yield strength of Ti-10Mo by 13 MPa. While the maximum increment to strength 
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in Ti64 is comparable to that of CP-Ti, it came at the cost of ductility for that sample. However, 

across all three systems, there was always at least one heat treatment at which adding TiC 

increased ductility. For CP-Ti, it was both the 1 h at 500°C and 3 h at 700°C heat treatments, 

for Ti64, it was at 3 h at 700°C, and for Ti-10Mo it was as-printed. In all cases, the maximum 

ductility was when 0.5% TiC was added, indicating that this is the critical concentration for 

carbon addition. 0.5% TiC is approximately equal to 0.1% C across all three systems. 

 Carbon is thereby determined to be an effective strengthening agent for α-phase or near 

α-phase titanium alloys at concentrations of up to 0.1 wt.%. It can be used as a cheap, non-

toxic, readily available additive for high strength titanium applications. While carbon cannot 

be recommended for use as a strengthening agent for near-β alloys, duplex alloys with a high 

β-phase fraction are shown to be mechanically tolerant of a carbon content of up to 0.2 wt.%. 

Therefore Ti-10Mo can be robustly used in applications with variable carbon contamination.  

 

7.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
 The development of this thesis led to several additional potential topics of research. 

While carbon was shown to contribute to grain fusion of martensitic laths during heat treatment, 

the mechanism by which it contributes this is unexplored. More detailed grain growth 

observations and simulations are required to fully understand this effect. First principles 

simulations would also assist in the confirmation of carbon’s selective pinning of prismatic 

dislocations proposed herein.  

 The effect of carbon in other titanium alloys should also be considered. Within this 

study, carbon was always segregated into the α-phase. Higher β-phase stability systems such 

as Ti-15Mo or Ti-20V would allow carbon’s effect on the β-phase to be better understood. 
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Appendix A 

Nitrogen Accumulation  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Nitrogen Accumulation Problem 
Occasionally, samples showed nitrogen accumulation during printing. This is 

particularly notable in the CP-Ti samples heat treated for 3 h at 700°C from §4.2.1. The 

nitrogen content of the 0.5 and 1% TiC samples heat treated is significantly higher than the 

other samples. This dramatic increase in nitrogen content is non-uniform. Nitrogen content is 

lower close to the substrate and higher near the top of the print (Fig. A.1). This nitrogen 

accumulation problem (NAP) is a repeated issue over the course of this project and remains 

unresolved. In NAP samples, the nitrogen content is much higher and increases with z-height. 

This accumulation is consistent over all samples from a single build plate such that at a given 

z-height, every sample has a similar nitrogen content. However, even if two prints were made 

under identical conditions, one build plate may show NAP even if the other does not. NAPs 

were more likely to occur when a small leak was introduced into the build chamber, however 

they were not guaranteed to occur because small leaks were automatically offset by the addition 

of argon gas. 

 The NAP appears to originate from nitrogen-rich sputter products being formed during 

printing, then accumulating over the course of the print. After printing a NAP sample, sputter 

was collected from between the build cylinder and the filter intake (Fig. A.2a). The nitrogen 

and oxygen content of the feedstock powder, the build cylinder powder, the waste cylinder 

powder, and the sputter were compared (Fig. A.2b). The sputter is rich in nitrogen and oxygen. 

Therefore, nitrogen absorption occurs within the highly reactive melt pool. However, the steady 

state oxygen content in the build chamber is measured as less than 1.5 ppm without a leak for 
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the entirety of the print. Assuming the ratio of nitrogen to oxygen remains constant from 

atmospheric, that gives a nitrogen content of less than 5.5 ppm. In a 29,000 cm3 process 

chamber at atmospheric pressure, there is less than 0.3 mg of nitrogen. Each bar has a mass of 

about 22 g, so a 2-bar build plate with an average nitrogen increase of 0.05% absorbs about 11 

mg of nitrogen, much more than the expected atmospheric amount. The source of the nitrogen, 

as well as why it increases with build height, remains unsolved.   

Figure A.1: Nitrogen accumulation in CP-Ti with 0.5% TiC 

Figure A.2: Oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen content of powders during the L-PBF process. a) Powder 

sampling locations. b) Elemental composition. 
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